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"Tamanawas" set
, to return next year

LET ME SCHOOL YOU
Logger men sweep their
weekend games.
page 16

Mr. Kerry comes to Washington

By Logan Dancey

News Editor

•

Utter the word "Tamanawas" on campus and you're bound to
get at least a few blank looks. The Native American word, which
describes the transformation of adolescents into adults, is also the
title of the UPS yearbook which has remained unpublished for the
last two years and is currently on hiatus. A new ASUPS funding
plan, which the Budget Task Force approved and the Board of
Trustees plans to vote on this weekend, will revive funding next
year for the yearbook. Included in the plan is a $9.50 student fee
increase that will go solely to funding Tamanawas, as well as
$28,400 worth of "injections" over the next three years to help sustain the yearbook.
"In the initial years, because we recognize the demand (for
Tamanawas) is not going to be overwhelming right at first ... we
have set up a contingency account out of (ASUPS') reserves that
will put small injections into it for the first three years," ASUPS
President Darrel Frost said.
The $9.50 fee increase will allow ASUPS to allocate $22,800
annually to Tamanawas, with the additional injections coming in
increments of $11,900 the first year, $9,700 the second year and
$6,800 the third year.
A portion of these injections will come from this year's unspent
Tamanawas budget. Frost and Vice President Tiffany Barrans
decided to suspend Tamanawas this year after two years of funding that ultimately produced no yearbook.
"It's not like we're really devastating our finances, because
there's all this unspent money from Tamanawas last year and a lot
of it went to dubs and organizations and stuff, but we have a little left over," Frost said.
At least one ASUPS senator, sophomore Greg Groggel, feels
that funding for Tamanawas is misguided.
"ASUPS clubs have almost doubled," Groggel said. "I'm all for
an increase in the ASUPS fee — this year especially ASUPS has
done so much with concerts, all these new dubs — but I mean I
think the money should be going to the dubs."
Student interest on the matter remains a question mark Frost
reports that several students have approached him unsolicited
expressing an interest in working on a revived Tamanawas. He
sees this as a sign that at least a portion of the student body wants
a yearbook
"We think that students want something to remember their
experience at Puget Sound by," Frost said. "Students realize this is
a great way to do it. I think that for the most part, I would say that
students will support something like this."
Groggel does not report seeing similar student interest.
See TAMANAWAS, page 2

Greg Groggel/ASUPS Photo Services

KERRY CRUISING

—

After winning several state caucuses, presidential hopeful Kerry went on to win

Washington after this campaign rally in Seattle, flanked by Governor Gary Locke (right). See page 3.

UPS students attend state caucus
By Rachel Hynes
News Writer
Addressing a room filled with people he refe reed
to as, "political power brokers and insiders," Tacoma
Mayor Bill Baarsma kicked off the Democratic
Caucuses at Mason Middle School Feb. 7. Six
precincts gathered to hold their caucus in the school's
all-purpose room. Among them was precinct 311,
which includes the University of Puget Sound. Many
UPS students were among the estimated 700 in attendance.
Though opponents argue that the complexity of
the caucus system discourages many regular folks
from attending and allows insiders to dominate, a
record number of people turned out for the Saturday

caucuses. But critics point out that many more voters
participated in the primary election of 2000. In fact,
Washington has held the more user-friendly primaries during the previous three presidential election
cycles. But because the Democratic Party does not
use the primary results to allocate their delegates to
their National Convention, late last year the state legislature voted to cancel the primary, saving the state
$6 million.
Mayor Baarsma praised the caucus system as, "the
most basic form of the democratic process," and
likened it to a, "New England town meeting where
citizens express their preferences openly."
But others are more skeptical of the required open
display of opinion. Drew Cameron, a freshman who
See CAUCUS, page 4

Iraq conflict prompts University Chaplain to discuss draft
By Sarah Norris
Assistant News Editor

•

•

As the death toll of U.S. soldiers lost in the Iraq conflict
continues to rise to well over 500 persons, fears escalate at
home over the relevancy of the U.S. occupation and the
devastating toll it continues to take on soldiers abroad and
citizens at home. In President Bush's most recent State of
the Union Address, he affirmed, "The work of building a
new Iraq is hard, and it is right. And America has always
been willing to do what it takes for what is right."
However, doubts remain as to whether or not America has
the incentive to continue its occupation of Iraq, as U.S. soldiers continue to pay for foreign stability with their lives,
and as U.S. financial resources are redirected from domestic affairs to supporting Iraq's defense.
U.S. occupation of Iraq has been projected to last until
2006, and it is because of this estimate and long-standing
concerns over the Iraq conflict that University Chaplain
Jim Davis began to investigate the likelihood of a government-mandated draft.
Over a year ago it occurred to Davis that there might be
a reinstitution of the draft and he called a meeting to discuss the possibility of hosting a forum on campus to edu-

cate students about their options.
"Our point (in hosting a meeting about a potential
draft) is for students to be prepared if or when a draft is
put in place. We want people to have information rather
than be caught unaware," Davis said.
Davis emphasized that he and his colleagues do not
have predictions about the potential of a draft. However,
with talk of Iraq turning into a repeat of the Vietnam War,
when the draft was reinstituted, fears of a draft are not
unfounded.
President Bush presented his goals for the development of a sovereign Iraq. "Today, our coalition is working
with the Iraqi Governing Council to draft a basic law with
a bill of rights. We're working with Iraqis and the United
Nations to prepare for a transition to full Iraqi sovereignty by the end of June," Bush said.
While Bush may have a June deadline for a sovereign
Iraq, Davis was quick to point out that this presidential
administration has been wrong in the past.
The forum will be a panel discussion in the last week of
March involving campus leaders, professors and even
local government officials to shed light on the probability
of a.draft and the options students have in case of a draft.
"Our hope is that those who come will think and dis-

cern what is right for them, whether it is to serve militarily, to serve in a noncombatant fashion or to serve in a way
that is non-killing," Davis said.
Since the draft during the Vietnam War, dedaring conscientious objector status is more inclusive. There are two
main titles for objectors: conscientious objector, where the
individual is opposed to being involved in war in any
capacity and the noncombatant conscientious objector,
where one is opposed to killing others but not participating in other military objectives. Where one once had to
declare conscientious objector status based on religious
reasons, one now can daim personal ethical reasons for
not participating in war.
Davis is dedicated to informing current and prospective students alike about their draft options and the
process of applying for conscientious objector status,
which requires building a file of extensive documentation,
letters from personal or religious mentors, etc.
For more information about the draft and conscientious
objectors, see the link entitled "Information on
Conscientious Objection," available on the Center for
Spirituality and Justice's homepage: ups.eduidsaispirituality justice.
Senior Sarah Norris is an WE major.
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Seventeen covers depression, suicides on campuses
Article chronicles death of
former UPS student
By Colleen Woodrow

News Writer
The February 2004 issue of Seventeen
magazine featured an article promoting
awareness of depression, its effects and
the story of late UPS student, Kristina
Yoas.
The article focused on suicide as
depression's most tragic and devastating
repercussion. Further, the article criticized
university couseling services for what
they claimed to be lengthy waiting periods.
The magazine retold the story of Yoas'
death to emphasize the dangers of depression, and in particular depression that spirals too far untreated.
In 2003, Yoas was a sophomore double
majoring in English and Philosophy, a
Resident Assistant (RA) and a copy editor
for The Trail. She committed suicide in
March 2003.
Melanie Abrahams, a representative
from Seventeen magazine, said in a phone
interview that the magazine found out
about the story through the newspaper.
•

The editor and the employees who
worked on the article were not available
for comment because they are no longer
employed in that department of
Seventeen.
Seventeen's article briefly tells Yoas'
story, touching on her involvement at the
University and reactions from Yoas' best
friend and sister. The article also mentioned writings from her diary found after
her death, which talked about the difficult
feelings she had in the months before she
died.
In addition to Yoas' story Seventeen's
article generalized facts about depression
and how college students can get help
from college counseling centers; however,
the magazine did not contact the
University of Puget Sound's Counseling,
Health and Wellness Center.
Abrahams could not say why the
University's counseling center was not
contacted..
The article is slightly misleading. Greg
Snodgrass, director of the Association of
University and College Counseling
Centers, is quoted about the status of college counseling centers; however, the
magazine fails to identify Snodgrass as the
director of the association.
Instead, Seventeen only cites Snodgrass

people find ways to communicate their
needs," Marshall said.
Marshall emphasized the resources
that the counseling center has, noting the
variety of counselors on staff as well as
access to a psychiatrist who visits the campus weekly and a community network
that CHWS works with.
A section of CHWS's mission statement
addresses concern for students. "CHWS
facilitates student development by
emphasizing prevention strategies in
addition to the treatment of existing conditions and the provision of acute care.
Consequently, students develop skills that
foster lifelong health: the knowledge and
confidence to be one's own health care
advocate and the ability to function effectively as an individual and as part of a
community."
CHWS offers a website, with links to
health sites online and more information
on their in-house services.
Counselors are available to discuss any
student concerns, from concerns about
depression to eating disorders and stress.
Students can schedule appointments
with Couseling, Health and Wellness by
calling ext. 1555.

0

0

Junior Colleen Woodrow is a Politics &
Government major.

Continued from page 1

Tamanawas
"Last spring when ASUPS cut the (Tamanawas)
budget the Trail did an article about it and there was no
response from the students," Groggel said. "There was
no outcry that said, 'Don't cut the budget, we want this
yearbook.' I mean if there wasn't a single person who
made that response, maybe it's a sign that students on
this campus don't care for a yearbook."
In fact, last year's Trail article on the decision to cut
Tamanawas' funding received six comments, one
expressing displeasure that there would be no yearbook.
In a non-scientific Trail poll last year about the decision,
31 students agreed with the statement, "It's a regrettable
choice. Yearbooks are an important historical record, as
well as a good way for students to preserve their school
memories." Thirty-seven students agreed with the statement, "It's sad but inevitable, I don't think anybody
paid attention to it anyway." Finally, 21 agreed with the
statement, "Tamana-what?"
In the 2001-02 and 2002-03 school years, Tamanawas
received funding from ASUPS but no finished product
was published. Staff members from Tamanawas reportedly told Media Board, a media oversight committee,
that the book was on target for production when it was
well behind schedule. The year off was designed to pro-

TthJil

as the director of the University of Texas'
counseling center.
Snodgrass said, "College counseling
centers have a 2-3 week wait for an
appointment," noting a national trend.
The University of Puget Sound defies
the national trend.
"The AUCCD recommends one counselor for every 1000-1500 students. Here,
we have one counselor for roughly every
575 students." Director of Puget Sound's
Counseling Health and Wellness (CHWS)
Donn Marshall said.
CHWS employs three Ph.D.s and
licensed psychologists, as well as two
interns who have advanced through graduate school and are working on completing their doctorate work in psychology.
While there is generally some wait for
couselors, it is usually no more than one
week.
In addition to making appointments,
students can utilize daily walk-in hours,
although Marshall says to call the center
to guarantee an appointment.
For students who feel their need to see
a counselor is urgent, the walk-in hours
are a valuable outlet.
"There is no magic way to know how
urgent people are to see someone, unless
they verbalize that to our receptionist. But

duce safeguards against past problems. Part of the
ASUPS budget proposal is $5,500 to hire an outside staff
member to oversee and assist with the production of
Tamanawas. Also, the year off has allowed Media Board
to discuss strategies for ensuring that Tamanawas will
not fail again.
"It's been of immense value for us to take this year off
to examine it and to also look at how can we best support this in all aspects, not just who we can hire, but
looking at Media Board, looking at financing," Frost
said.
Tamanawas currently has no staff, however, and the
plan is to have a book printed by next February, with a
supplement mailed out in the summer to include spring
sports.
The lack of staff worries Groggel, who fears student
fees will again end up funding a yearbook that has no
guarantee of success.
"It failed three years (in a row)," Groggel said. "That
whole time we were wasting $20,000 to $25,000. Even
last year they printed the cover to the yearbook, so they
just had a bunch of covers sitting around. Students had
to pay for that."

Senior Logan Dancey is a Politics & Government major.
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Caucus
was handing out Howard Dean literature and balloons,
thinks it is more appropriate to have a secret ballot."
Cameron also questions whether the results can truly
reflect the will of the people; a candidate must have at
least 15 percent of the votes to receive any delegates. If a
candidate does not receive the requisite 15 percent, his
supporters can either back a different candidate or remove
themselves from the process.
"The margin of error increases each time a round of
voting takes place," Cameron said. He speculates this contributed to Dean's surprise loss to Kerry in the Iowa caucus.
Washington State was seen as a place where Dean
could do well. After all, a Washington voter often votes as
Howard Dean said he sometimes acts — with his heart
and not with his head.
In the 1988 primaries, Washingtonians demonstrated
this by backing Pat Robertson and Jesse Jackson, two long
shot candidates.
"Candidates have the opportunity to make a stand and
have their voices heard here," said Houston Dougharty,
Associate Dean for Student Services. His precinct also met
at Mason Middle School.
During the debates, many acknowledged the role Dean
has played energizing the party but did not feel that in the
end he was the best candidate. Student Dana Ron, though
unable to vote in the caucus because she chose not to
change her registration, came to Mason Middle School to
plead the case for John Kerry.
"Dean has done a great job getting people interested,
but I see Kerry as the one to win the election against
George Bush," Ron said.
In fact, with the political buzz words "momentum"
and "electability" describing the current front-runner
Kerry, some pundits already see him as unstoppable. This
was not disproved on Saturday, when Kerry won a
healthy victory over Dean in both Washington and
Michigan.

CcIMPUS

Crimes
Security Report
1/18/04
A student who lives
in a campus house on N.
Alder reported her laptop computer was missing upon her return
from the break. There
were no signs of forced
entry to the house and
no suspects.

'

1/26/04

Greg Groggel/ASUPS Photo Services

WILD WHOOPING ASIDE—Democratic presidential
hopeful Howard Dean presented a more serious, albeit passionate front to Tacoma-area supporters at a rally there.
The final tally for precinct 311 was four delegates for
Kerry, three for Dean, and two for Kucinich, with two UPS
students selected as possible delegates.
Kyle Meidell, an alumni taking classes for his Masters
of Arts in Teaching, was elected as a delegate for Kerry.
Wearing a white button down dress shirt and khakis, he
says he represents the "younger, moderate vote that might
be getting ignored."
Margaret Havey, a sophomore and self-described
"hardcore democrat," was selected as an alternate delegate for Kerry.

Junior Rachel Hynes votes with her heart, too.

Ever thought about being a News Writer?
E-mail the News section at trailnews@ups.edu

Two students reported expensive jackets
stolen from the "ICommons" area in the
Library. Both students
left them unattended
briefly and returned to
find them missing.
2/1/04
Two students who
live in the Phi Delt
Fraternity reported
thefts from their rooms.
One student reported
his X-Box, 12 games,
and 4 DVDs were taken.
The other student
reported losing a ring of
sentimental value.
Both reported the thefts
occurred while the
house was empty
because of Recruitment
activities and that their
rooms were not secured.

ie

2/4/04
Security staff assisted
Tacoma Police in locating and apprehending a
suspect wanted for bank
robbery who was using
the Library. The suspect, a Tacoman, surrendered without incident.
2/9/04
A student reported
prescription medication
and two video games
taken from his ground
floor room in Seward
Hall. He believes his
room was entered
through the window.
There are no suspects.

•
•

219/04
A student who lives
in Union Avenue housing reported about
$3500 worth of stereo
equipment stolen from
his vehicle. The vehicle
was entered by breaking
a window. The equipment was taken soon
after it was installed.
*Please
contact
Security Services at ext.
3311 if you have information about any of the
incidents described
above.
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$2 CORONA!!
7-10pm everyday
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NO COVER CHARGE!!!
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Groundation (bob marley tribute) 9:15pm
The Return of Walter Trout (blues) 9:15pm
Walter Trout (held over by demand) 6:00pm
Phil Kelly's All Star Jazz Orchestra 7:30pm
G.C. Pro Jam w/Little Bill Englehardt 8:00p
Bradbury Press (funk/rock) 9:00pm
Tim Sherman Band (blues) 9:15pm
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Students hear Democratic
frontrunner speak in Seattle
By Lipika Choudhury

News Writer

•

•

It

Prior to the Washington State caucus
held this past Saturday, Democratic presidential nominee John Kerry had appeared
in Seattle and Spokane on campaign missions.
Governor Howard Dean was also busy
campaigning in Washington on the same
day, in Spokane and downtown Tacoma.
Governor Gary Locke, Senator Maria
Cantwell and Representatives Brian Baird,
Norm Dicks, Jay Inslee, Rick Larsen and
Adam Smith all endorsed Kerry.
Feb. 3 in Seattle's Downtown Sheraton
Hotel, Kerry addressed an overflowing
room of supporters.
Kerry's central campaign theme is to
reverse the economic and social effects of
President Bush's policies. To this end,
Kerry advocates strengthening and
expanding tax cuts for Middle Americans
and expanding job opportunities by
reversing the tax cuts that Bush enacted
Building on his long history of environmental activism, Kerry's primary focus is.
on "Cleaner and Greener" America; he
advocates creating a "Manhattan" project
that will transform the United States from
an oil dependent to energy independent
country.
Other important themes include the
creation of a National Education Trust
Fund to extend educational opportunities
to all children and a National Health
Policy that will insure most Americans,
including children, health care services
and prescription drug services.
Additionally, Kerry has vowed to commit his first 100 days as President to dramatically reforming current President
Bush's many wrongs.
"In the weeks ahead, I'm going to lay
out an Action Plan for the First 100 Days.
The specific steps we will take to change
America — the steps I will fight for in the
early days of a Kerry Presidency."
Sophomore Dana Ron just finished an
internship with the John Kerry for

President Campaign at their local headquarters in downtown Tacoma.
"I am really excited about the progress
that Kerry is making. It is very important
at this time for our President to be able to
work with Congress to ensure that we are
working toward solutions to the important
issues in the country, such as education,
health care and security," Ron said. "Kerry
understands how important it is for politicians to be diplomats, and he has proved
in the past month that he has the dedication to get the job done."
A handful of UPS students showed up
to the event in Seattle
"I had never attended an event like that
before. I was there in part to support
Kerry, but also to better my own understanding of Kerry's stance on some of the
pressing issues right now," Sophomore
Casey Betcher said.
For the past couple of weeks, the
ASUPS club Young Democrats has been
holding informational events in order to
provide students with details on the
Democratic presidential nominees and the
precinct caucus process as well.
"Since many students are from out-ofstate and are unfamiliar with the caucus
process, our goal was to educate students
about how candidates are elected in the
caucus process," Svetlana Matt, President
of UPS Young Democrats, said.
In addition, Young Democrats also
sponsored a forum providing information
on all of the Democratic presidential candidates that was attended by local representatives from the Wesley Clark, Howard
Dean and Dennis Kucinich campaigns.
Clark ended his campaign on Feb. 11
after losses in Virginia and Tennessee.
"The forum was held on the same night
that both Dean and Kerry were in town,
but the event was still well attended,"
Matt said. "Students are realizing that now
is such a critical time in our nation's history and that we have the chance to take part
in the events that are unfolding."

Sophomore Lipika Choudhury feels tingles
of anticipation at the thought of ousting Bush.
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Proposal. allocates aid increase
for students with 1300 SATs
By Kali Seisler

News Writer
Continuing with a recent trend, UPS
tuition will increase for the 2004-05
school year.
A portion of next year's increase
may go to expanding funds for needbased financial aid candidates with SAT
scores over 1300.
The increase is part of the school's
plan to get more
students with higher SAT scores to
enroll.
"This
year's
freshman
class
experienced about
a five to seven percent drop in enrollment of freshman
with SAT scores
above 1300 who
applied, were
admitted and who
had financial needs.
That's a very significant number when
you consider that normally 25 percent of
the class comes from the SAT range of
1300 and above," George Mills, Vice
President for Enrollment at University
of Puget Sound, said.
Mills and Maggie Mittuch, the
Director of Student Financial Services,
brought a proposal to the Budget Task
Force to fix this dilemma.
The proposal allocates a two percent
increase, or an additional $300,000, for
need-based financial aid for students
with SAT scores above 1300. "Targeted"
students can receive between $200 and
$2,000, depending on their financial
need.
The aid requires that the student
have a high school grade point average
of at least 3.4, in addition to having a
SAT score over 1300.
"This increase in financial aid will
help us maintain an incoming class that

Most Puget Sound students

is relatively homogenous, which is
important because it's hard for faculty to
teach to a class with very diverse academic abilities," Mills said.
The proposal has currently passed
the Budget Task Force and a review by
President Thomas. It is now waiting
review by the Board of Trustees
Subcommittee on Finance and Facilities
on Feb. 12 and the entire Board of
Trustees on Feb. 13.
If the proposal
receives Trustee
approval, it will
become effective for
the incoming freshmen next fall.
The
tuition
increase targeted for
financial aid for new
students will not
take away from current financial aid
packages.
Additionally, students
currently
receiving
needbased financial aid
will experience an increase in their
financial aid packages as tuition rises.
Next year's tuition increase is about 5.82
percent.
"Typically there is a four to six percent tuition increase each year, so this
year's increase is still normal. Also, our
discount rate, the amount of the total
tuition that goes to financial aid, is very
low, about 30 percent on average here.
Most other institutions like UPS are closer to 39 percent," Mills said. Students
were involved in the decision to increase
tuition.
"While our freshman class this year is
strong, we want to ensure that in the
future we maintain our enrollment goal
of about 25 percent of students having
SAT scores of 1300 and above and this
proposal will help us do so," Mills said.

Sophomore Kali Seisler thought the SATs
were a walk in the park.
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Corporations, media need swift paddling
By Aurea Astro

Opinions Writer
Malevolent media tycoons and
their crusty corporate suitors pervade the airwaves once again.
"The Apprentice," our most recent
addition to the "reality TV" series
is about as flagrant and artificial as
Donald Trump's comb-over. It
selfishly fertilizes the evil weeds of
pretentious white men, female
stereotypes and the gender binary
system choking our culture's progressive fibers. Donald Trump and
Mark Burnett (the show's creator)
should be paddled by scabby old
women in Times Square and
deployed to Madagascar.
Donald Trump, the omnipotent
show host, (I'll call him "The
Trump") wages a corporate miniwar between the sexes. Sixteen
young men and women exert their

wants
a
job
business acumen in hopes of winning a $250,000 annual salary
working directly under "The
Trump" inside Trump Enterprises.
The boys, robust with strong jaw
bones and an affinity for basketball, and the girls, slender with
high cheek bones and reeking of
fertility, deploy their business
savvy strategies against each other.
The troops convene after every battle to face "The Trump" and hear
which lame duck is getting canned.
It is not this elitist equivalent of
childhood mud-slinging which is
troubling, but how reality TV once
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3/24 @ 4pm - General Housing Process
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again portrays society's main
players, as the corporate hegemon (Donald), his loyal servants
(the men), and the serfs who
pose insurrection (the women).
Let's begin with Donald,
"The Trump." His ever-stern,
unchanging expression is both
threatening and awe-inspiring
to those easily wooed by the theatrical romanticism of the show.
To the more conscientious, however, "The Trump's" demeanor
is both grotesque and funny. By
pursing his thin lips and narrowing his tiny eyes, he emulates the countenance of a pretty
porcelain doll. When execution
time rolls around, "The Trump"
sits across his professional arm
occupying a plush, red leather
chair, as well as the only dim
beam of light inside the entire
board room. As the lone lightray dances upon his toupee,
Donald breathes deeply and
glares into space with feigned
contemplation, finally announcing the urgent need to consult
his mistress ("project manager").
Disturbingly, Trump's anchored
stature underneath the solitary
light beam creates a scene reminiscent of the crucifixion of
Christ. It is this deification of
Donald Trump that makes me
hack up a hairball and question
the purpose of the show. In the
last chapter, the remaining fat
man was executed and the girls
were thrown into khaki peddlepushers and hustled away to
Trump's personal golf course.
Which brings me to the portrayal of professional business
women on the show.
Our girls have proved to be
marketing masterminds behind
such business endeavors as running Planet Hollywood and a
lemonade stand, but are depict-
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ed as no more than skanky sex
symbols who optimize their
only assets — small waists and
high cheekbones. These women
use their fight bellies and firm
breasts as a complement to their
business prowess, not as a
replacement. But of course, to
make the show seem like less of
a blowout in favor of the
women, Trump huddles his girls
into a mysterious, faintly lighted
room to scold them for "almost
crossing the line" by using their
"sexuality." Clearly, the fact that
almost three minutes in a fifty
minute show were devoted to questioning the morality of
female sexuality tags these
women as cheating hoes. In
addition, a furtive flow of subliminal messaging by the directors, such as shots of our men
making successful free throws
while the women hack craters
into Trump's fareway with their
nine irons leaves the distinct
impression that sex plays a
major marketing role. The girls'
golfing escapade was, I admit,
embarrassing to the human race,
but the least athletic and shameless received a disproportional
amount of air time.
Yet most unsettling is the fact
that this show pits men against
women. By turning the sexes
against each other, we effectively reinforce society's binary gender system which imposes a
two-dimensional classification
scheme on our identity. You are
either man or woman, masculine or feminine, and this show
suggests that two of these four
choices are not conducive to corporate success. This lame-ass
projection of a flat world may be
dandy for a handful of flat characters, but not for the majority
who lie somewhere along the

In order to facilitate a greater communication between students and ASUPS, the Student
Concerns Committee has set up a box at the info
center where students can write up any concerns or complaints and deposit them.
Although we anticipated a modest amount of
success with this venture, we could not have
expected a particular letter that calls into question much of how we define ourselves as a university.
Even though the author of this letter did not
leave a name, we have reason to believe this
individual is not alone in his or her thoughts.
The letter asks for a way to combat social problems of homophobia and racism on campus. It
asks for a reason why students here appear to
mind their own business and show little regard

spectrum. Dabbling in different
identities as encouraged by our
own physiological compass is an
honest existence, and reality TV
is most unreal in representing
this.
"The Apprentice" would not
be as successful if the men were
running circles around the
women, instead of the other way
around. Devout egalitarians
would cry "discrimination!" and
demand vindication, while the
majority of us would feel nothing worse than mild disappointment, since our perception of
reality is further solidified with
each male win. The show is
amusing not because men are
embarrassed and women are
proud, but because it's funny.
Our core understands the
women to be underdogs, and we
all know underdogs are the
exception to the rule. Perhaps
with the female underdogs winning and viewers laughing, the
seemingly paradoxical "reality
TV" label isn't a paradox at all.
The women are winning, but it's
TV — it's not real, silly.
Masculinity has for so long
been naturalized into our gender schema, that anything which
challenges the patriarchal status
quo is perceived as entertainment or considered aberrant.
Yes, the infamous white-man's
matrix which secures positions
in upper management lives on,
regardless of who's winning on
"The Apprentice." Hopefully,
we understand that this is just
another whiff of the media's
stench of superficiality, adherence to stereotyping, and covert
operation against progressive,
intellectual thought that threatens prime time's popularity.

Senior Aurea Astro isn't a fan of
Donald Trump.

for uniting as a campus community. It asks for
a direct breaking of silences that stem from
what the student refers to as "whiteness." We of
the Student Concerns Committee have inferred
from this letter that, despite a diverse number
of groups and programs on campus, many students still do not feel included. We believe these
concerns are valid and worthy of addressing.
How we address them is quite a different

question.
Whether or not you were the student who
wrote this letter of concern, we at ASUPS would
like to get a better understanding of the situation that UPS students find themselves in. We
wish to open up a dialogue of sorts, and your
input is very much valued. If you have similar
sentiments to those previously mentioned, we
would appreciate it if you voice them to the
Student Concerns Committee—either through
our box, our address
(concerns@ups.edu ), or at our weekly meetings,
Tuesdays at 7:30 p.m. in WSC 212. We hope this
opportunity for student expression will lead to
something constructive, something that everyone here at UPS can participate in without hesitation.
— Student Concerns Conuntttee

See LETTERS, page 6
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Finance Reforms Needed
By Michael Allen

Opinions Writer
Ah, spring semester
— the love, the Tacoma
air and the politics of a
new presidential election year. The 2004 election cycle is fully on its way as the
Democrats participate in the ritualistic
bloodbath to see who, alone and with battle wounds, gets to face the incumbent;
meanwhile, George Bush sits on his throne
with an ample war chest to fund his political battalion. Soon, the parties will decide
which issues their candidates will draw
battle lines over, while we are faced with
the usual choice, which Helen Keller
amply coined in 1911 as a contest between
Tweedledee and Tweedledum.
Naturally, the marginalized third parties may try to throw a hat into the race
and articulate an issue or two for the major
parties to co-opt, but they will ultimately
have little effectual change other than
becoming a scapegoat for the next loser.
Considering that 98 percent of all congressional campaigns that won in 2000 were
determined by who raised the most
money, it might be time to extend our
scope beyond the narrow focus of a single
political issue and start articulating a systemic change to our political crisis.
The 2000 elections showed corruption
on all levels: from barring black voters due
to false felony lists and a concentrated
police presence in minority polling areas,
to a ruling by the Supreme Court that may
not have been within the Court's jurisdiction. However, advocy _rights for minorities, animals and the environment will not
change who gets elected.
Of course, these are worthy causes, but
they tend to produce short-term victories.
A higher population of voters may create
change, but curtailing corporate influence
in our political system may go much further
Aggressive campaign finance reform
has been stagnating at the federal level and
current presidential funding has become
so insufficient that both Democratic and

Republican candidates reject it. When
quixotic
an alternative group
knight
threatens to participate, the duopoly of
errant
control finds another
way, like changing
the rules for the presidential debates to exclude them. Onepoint-five billion dollars were spent on the
last election, and until people have better
access to free speech, the system will be
dominated by two parties.
With guaranteed dominance of the government, both sides of the political aisle
can feel secure in giving back to the companies that got them elected. Quickly
inspect the quid pro quo between the
recent scandal with John Kerry and the
insurance company, American
International Group. The 48,000-dollar
donation seems to be slightly causal of
Kerry's maintenance of a loophole saving
the company millions of dollars.
In Washington State, we also suffer
from influential corporate funding of campaigns. The only real campaign finance
laws we have include full disclosure of
campaign donations and a ban on
bundling of contributions from, say, multiple employees. While we may now be able
to track a huge donation from a corporation like Boeing or Weyerhaeuser, we as
citizens cannot do much about it.
A change in our democratic process
needs to occur. There are problems at all
levels of government that could be solved
by embracing the ideal of free speech and
facilitating the public funding of candidates for office. Of course, the system
would not be a simple hand out to any
person who wants to run for President, but
serve as a mechanism to allow politicians
to run on a corporate-free platform and for
once, be representative of their constituents. Those interested in creating a
system that is representative of citizens,
and not corporations, ought to embrace
change where all the deals are made: the
elections.

Junior Michael Allen may be running as a
third party opponent.
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LETTERS
`Tamanawas:' Our
Money, Our Decision
To the editor:
I not only support and benefit from
ASUPS, I am an employee of ASUPS as
well. Even with that said, it doesn't
mean that I have to support the proposed $9.50 ASUPS student fee increase
for next school year, presented to the
UPS Budget Task Force (BTF) by the
ASUPS executives. With the BTF's
recent approval of the proposal, it next
goes to President Ron Thomas and then
to the Board of Trustees for review and
approval, and pending approval, it will
show up on your bill for next school
year.
During the 2003-2004 school year,
the ASUPS student government fee
stood at $170. According to the ASUPS
executives, a fee increase is necessary to
fund "Tamanawas," UPS' yearbook for
next school year. It is difficult to think
of a bigger waste of money Take last
year for example: According to The
Trail's 5/2/03 issue, $10,000 was "lost
in printer's fees and destruction costs."
Put this together with the combined
$800 monthly stipend the
"Tamanawas" editors were receiving
and we are talking about over $16,000
spent last school year on a yearbook
that never vvas finished (and barely
even started).
What about the 2001-2002 yearbook? That one never got finished
either. But not too many people were
really disappointed, as only 20 orders
for the book had come in by the end of
the school year (The Trail, 3/7/03). The
bottom line: the last two years have
produced no yearbooks, but plenty of
costs. Why should we think that next
year will be any different? And even if
"Tamanawas" was actually able to produce a yearbook next year, who really
cares? Few students actually buy the

book, but we all have to pay for it,
whether we want to or not
The dream of actually having a yearhook next year was not the only reason
why this year's ASUPS executives proposedsuch an increase, as they also
cited an "increasing demand on the
ASUPS
budget"
as a reason for their
proposal. I invite you to take a look at
y o t
at
thee 2003-2004 ASUPSBudget,
cuu
http: / / asups.ups.edulative/
w ao yom
ASUPS
mitteesIbud
gsee
et/
your
Budget0304.pdf, and
$170 was spent this year.
t ASUPS
To give you an idea of
did with the $427,239.93 they had:
$33,850 was budgeted for lectures
while $90,483.43 went to internal operc
thet wtarchery
ations and $1200 wenbtthm
touse
gh
auhro
club. How many of you know even
cam
what lectures ASUPS
or
preumsem
labster,YewalL Forworth spending
$33,850? And did you even know we
had an archery d ub? I'm sure most of
our ASUPS dollars go to ,good use, but
do they go to the use we want them to?
Does the amount of 0resources each
or ganization, media and pro
receives reflect how it serves the entire
m
UPS community? th convinced
A
I
fw
t
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r
sloo
lekin
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thanth
budg1
ts
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ASUPS

could
not be made. It's time to begin prioritizing, instead of continually increasing
fees.
My opinion may be in the minority;
but if it is I would like to know forsure
Instead of the ASUPS Executives, the
University's Budget Task Force,
President Thomas, and the Board of
Trustees deciding how much UPS students should pay their student government each year, the students should
decide through a vote. After all, it is and
government we're talking about, nd
our money.

— Frank Prince
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• Please teach, don't preach
By John Moore

Guest Writer

410.

I clenched my
teeth and bit my
tongue as a IPE
professor entertained the class
with his political opinions. I was
angry, but not because I disagreed
with him. In fact, we saw eye to eye.
Yes, I thought, Bush is not a smart
man. And yes, the war in Iraq was
rushed and severely handicapped by
the lack of international support.
These were his opinions, and I could
not agree more. Still, as a student and
aspiring teacher, I felt such sermonizing was inappropriate and ruined
everyone's learning experience.
I looked around the class. I saw
liberal students nodding their heads
in agreement and the minority of conservatives staring at the floor in
silence. Instead of students grappling
with concepts, I saw cattle at the
trough and intellectual timidity. This
was not the education any of us had
paid for. This was not even education.
Professors' political opinions do
not belong in the physical space of the
classroom. When teachers express
their political opinions, through their
choice of course material and/or leohire, they make education less democratic, suppress academic debate, and
inhibit critical thinking and intellectual development. A teacher's right to
free political speech should be guaranteed outside the classroom, but
within the classroom, this right is outweighed by their obligation as educators to promote learning.
In higher education, the line
between opinion and presentation of
course material is not always so clear.
For example, it is difficult to explain
the purposes of the World Trade
Organization and International
Monitary
Fund
objectively.
Academics disagree on the extent to
which these organizations promote
global prosperity. But to promote
intellectual development, professors

must present disagreements to
some
students instead
moore
of hiding them
behind their own
thought
supposed infallibility.
The
line
between opinion and fact is often
blurred by the selection of course
material itself. Oxfam
and Chomsky will explain the purpose of the WTO differently than the
RAND Corporation and George Will.
As a History major, I have learned
that Lincoln's motivations for maintaining the Union can be interpreted
differently depending on which of his
speeches is read. As students engage
in higher levels of thinking, things
become complicated, and it's difficult
to present material in an objective
fashion. But the professor must try.
If he or she does not try, and
chooses to represent his or her ideology, democratic education is hindered.
Democratic education requires equal
participation among students. One
should not fear expressing one's
opinions. When a professor sermonizes, he or she may foster fear
among students who disagree,
because he or she controls grades and
plays an authoritative role.
This intimidation, usually unintentional, produces a fear which suppresses academic debate. This debate
is crucial to higher education. PhDs
constantly disagree in academic journals, and these disagreements are
healthy for academic discourse and
shared learning. However, in a classroom the undergraduate cannot
debate on equal footing with the professor. The student simply does not
have the intellectual ammunition.
The discourse in journals proves that
having a PhD does not make one
infallible, but within classroom walls,
the professor may seem impossible to
challenge. Debate among students is
healthy and necessary in democratic
education, but when a professor
becomes a debater instead of a facili•

tator, this debate pecomes lopsided.
Most detrimentally, professors'
sermons inhibit critical thinking and
intellectual development. The students nodding their heads in my IPE
class needed to be challenged, not
preached to. The opinions they form
should be developed on their own. To
use an analogy, if their opinions are
transplants, and not original growths,
they are less likely to develop into
fully formed beliefs. The conservatives also needed to be challenged,
and more importantly, needed the
opportunity to respond to challenges
without fear. Suppressing ideas hinders their education because it discourages them from strengthening
and refining their own beliefs.
Although I agreed with my IPE
professor, I insisted on playing the
devil's advocate in class. I argued
against him not because I disagreed,
but because the learning experience
had become boring, stifling, and irrelevant. Playing the devil's advocate
was not a betrayal of the leftist cause.
Leftists should ask themselves, 'do
we want ideological allies who have
formed strong beliefs on their own, or
sheep?' The fear created when a professor expresses their beliefs in the
classroom is simply a milder and less
obvious form of the suppression the
Bush administration practices when it
limits media. Both are a threat to
democratic ideals and knowledge.
The current administration is often
criticized for being narrow, or even
single minded. When a leftist professor replaces academic debate with his
own ideology, he leaves himself open
to the same criticisms.
I am not arguing for the suppression of political speech. In fact, I want
political speech to flourish inside and
outside the classroom. The Trail, The
Internationalist, Campus Clubs, and
Diversions Café provide a space for
professors to express their political
opinions. But in the classroom he or
she is a teacher, not a preacher.

Junior John Moore is a majoring in history.

Is 'Tamanawas' worth the money?
By Blaire Notrica

Opinions Writer

•
•

•
•

ten
dollar
opinion

A SUPS
President Darrel
Frost and VicePresident Tiffany
Barrans want a
yearbook. "Tamanawas," Puget Sound's very own yearbook, is bound to make its triumphant return in 2004-2005
after a two-year hiatus.
Sadly, the return of "Tamanawas" will hardly be as triumphant as Frost and Barrans would like to imagine. The
return comes with a near $10 increase in the ASUPS fee
which will help aid in the publication of "Tamaftawas."
After the last disastrous attempt at publishing
"Tamanawas" (2002-2003), where the book was not published, Frost and Barrans did not fund "Tamanawas" for
2003-2004, giving it a restructuring period. Last
November, ASUPS executives made a proposal to the
Budget Task Force to raise the student fee $9.50.
At a time when most students and their families are
strained for cash, raising fees for media that very few students seem to care about seems like bad business. The fee
students pay goes to fund ASUPS clubs, media outlets and
other activities beneficial to the student body. Fortunately,
the money ASUPS spends, for the most part, actually goes
directly back to the students. We experience ASUPS every
day when we listen to KUPS or read The Trail. Yet these
activities and the countless clubs and organizations funded by ASUPS have students that care about them.
Nonetheless, ASUPS has embarked upon a number of
frivolous spending projects. Though many are pet senatorial projects, wasteful spending has also taken the form of
inappropriate allocations and the instant creation of a
media department. This is not entirely the fault of Frost
and Barrans. The creation of Praxis Imago during the
Shelton-Abbot administration drained funds and pressured ASUPS to create a more fiscally responsible budget.
But "Tamanawas" raises a larger and perhaps more

subtle question: do students care about the yearbook?
Likely not, considering "Tamanawas" doesn't seem to be
missed. Yearbooks were for high school and were filled
with the pictures of people you really didn't care about to
begin with. Inevitably, your yearbook would be passed
around only to get filled with superficial comments like
"have an awesome summer" or "we should have hooked
up." Or so friends who" had yearbooks tell me. Yearbooks
are nothing more than forced memories, bound together
and sold for $50. Is a yearbook necessary at a university
with 2,600 students? Will we not create our own memories
with our friends? Years from now, when I reminisce about
my days at UPS, I will remember my friendships, our
adventures and my glory days as My Blaire Lady on
KUPS. "Tamanawas" will not bolster my memories.
Raising the ASUPS fee another $9.50 is simply a colossal waste of money and time. Neither Frost, Barrans, their
successors nor the future editor of "Tamanawas" can
guarantee that the yearbook will actually be published by
the close of 2004-2005. If "Tamanawas" fails again it will
not only represent money that could be better spent, but
also the inability of ASUPS to properly manage struggling
media. Furthermore, the possibility of "Tamanawas'" failure highlights the apathy of students towards a yearbook.
Perhaps Frost and Barrans need to reconsider their proposal. Though the fee increase has already been approved
by the Budget Task Force, Frost and Barrans must consider the viability of a yearbook in future years. Can the yearbook be saved? Not likely in this cynical community.
Should Frost and Barrans abandon their vanity project
and divert funds into other ASUPS medias that are continually successful or clubs that are thriving? I hope so.
The ASUPS fee increase to fund a defunct media is
unwarranted. Come time to pay for tuition, students will
once again be asked for a fund increase to benefit a program that will likely never come back to them. It is sad
that a once-important institution has died, but ASUPS
must face reality; nobody cares about a UPS yearbook, but
people do care about wasting money.

Junior Blaire Notrica wishes he had hooked up with you.
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Do you want
'Famanawas' to continue
to be a part of UPS?

"What's
"Tantanawas?'"
Andy Morrison
Senior

Female Genital Mutilation

The word
Others
cringe
andtoa such
sew reactions, be forewarned —"The Vagina
arc indeed
prone

not for yoa,
Unlike
Monologues
is the majority of plays performed on-campus.
Eve Ensler's play isn't fiction. It is a retelling of the true life
lay Ensier.
Vagina.interviewed
Monologues"
the importance
experiences ofhewomcit
rape,stresses
relationships
and bodyofimage
such
we as
all deal with, no matter your gender.
facing sensitive" issues
What makes
thearc
play so poignant is the invariable fact that each
head-on.
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audience member will find some hoe Or monologue they relate
e
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When
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Tyesha Green
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alone is enough to make some people blush.
might reach for a bar of soap. If you

[by Kathleen
Converse]
Picture an eight-year-old
girl. She has
Pigtails, with pale
her
pink
smites
bows on the ends hair pul/ed into
across
her face. Now imagine
and an innocent
ing herpread
to a small
room
her mother leadto be circumcised.
filled with 20
other girls, all
their
waiting
They
will
be forced
to lie down and
have
that isclitoris'
scraped
out,
without
anesthesia,
merely wiped
using a
water before moving off
on on
to the
a rag
next
and possibly rinsed off knife
with
beyond most people's
child.
co
This procedure is
mprehension
andday
seems
like a6,000
cruel
girls
are
and horrible
process. However,
every
roug/y
lent to onecircumcised
throughout the world. That
girl
reading
is equivathis article,
every fifteen seconds. By the time you
finish
four or five girls will
this excruciating surgery.
have undergon e •
The surgery is
known as Female Genital Mutilation
(FGIVI). The procedure is especially dangerous for children
who are prone to excessive bleeding or who
easily.
Imagine
go into shock
the same
bleeding to death next
to eight-year-old
can also be
girl's
best friend
her because
of the operation. There
and chronic painful scarring, disfigurement,
urinary infections following the clitoral cysts
well
as
increased
for kidney
sexualas
surgery,
dysfunction. Theserisk
women
will stones, sterility, and
sex and in some cases
never get any pleasure
will
edged knife just
out of
have to be cut open with a double
to have sex at all. En some cases, the
See FGM vulva
page 2

set catches your eye. The stage is mostly dark, with strategic
planes of light creating son shadows. The set is black with hints
sexy and
of red, purple and pink fabric. The tone is overtly
fierce. Costumes are done tastefully in a minimalist style. The cast
performs its monologues looking confident and attractive. Some
of the women are in black pants; others are in fitted black skirts or

FGM,

a
conipued from page 1
causing extreme pain•Not enough blood ,
sArtims to have painful 'w

In.

lengthy. black dresses.
Whitney Markman, a sophomore here at UPS and
one of the directors of this season's show, stresses that what the
audience sees is not traditional acting; "The Vagina Monologues"
to give a voice to those women who cannot speak
is "just a way
for themselves: 'Markman says many of the womenin this yearoats
cast "are involved for very personal reasons and [we have] be
really close. It's just a great supportive group of strong women and
you can see that when they are on stage together."
Junior Em Young is involved with show because she
"recognized that many of the issues talked about in this play aren't
m
topics that come up in general conversation. What makes the n relate
even more special is that they're topics that every woman ca
to. [She] wanted to be part of this important event in order to help
women recognize that it is okay to talk about these issues, and as a
result feel confident in themselves and also their sexuality."
Audience members have been known to cry as UPS firstyear Carla Martinez, looking almost angelic in a strapless black
dress with a red ribbon pinned to her waist, recalls "The Memory
to piece about the tortured women of Ciudad Juarez,
of
Her Face"
Mexico).
After some of the pieces, you clap, but this is one where
the audience accepts the performance silently, hurting for the raped,
tortured, mutilated and murdered.
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My Favorite Chords brings your favorite bands to campus

Photo courtesy thehurricaneonline.com

MAKING THOSE GUITARS SING—
Ben Barnett, right, of Kind of Like Spitting
played a solo show in the Rendevous to an
enthusiastic crowd.

By Will Elliott and Rachel Decker

A&E Writers
If we'd written this review about Kid
Rock, and said we loved him, would you
believe us? If the answer is no, then you
really haven't any reason to believe this
review either — unless you are already of
the same musical persuasion as us, in
which case you would have been there
with us at the Rendezvous Saturday night.
Why? Because A Binary Apparition, Some
By Sea, Kind of Like Spitting and Ryan
Chapman's wardrobe were smokin'!
UPS trio A Binary Apparition opened
the show, all self-assurance behind their
instruments but characteristically modest
in their two or three monosyllabic
exchanges with the crowd. Bassist Peter
Bell's kinetics kept everyone enthusiastic,
making the stage seem a little too small.
Along with Bell's solid but unobtrusive
bass playing, the stylized simplicity and

reserve of Chris Bertrand's drumming
allowed guitarist and singer Marcus
Fleisch's intricate picking and long phrases
to define the Binary sound.
Anticipation built as Washington quintet Some by Sea, outfitted in "KUPS The
Sound" t-shirts, brought each of their
unique instruments out of its case and on
to the stage. Besides two guitars, a drum
set and bass, Some by Sea made use of
cello, viola, lapsteel, melodica and trumpet
to round out melody
and harmonies into
a warm, full sort of
melancholy, shimmered over with
plenty of loo-wee-oo
keyboards. Cellist
and
supporting
vocalist
Rachel
Bowman stood out
over Some By Sea's
indie rock rhythmand-guitar backbone, sometimes
carrying the melody
herself, other times adding a sweet harmony to singer and guitarist Chris Du Bray's
lead vocals. Altogether, Some by Sea could
easily have been pretentious — but Du
Bray sang of ghosts, California, bleak
places and the people lost there, with a
kind of unaffected, easygoing melancholy.
"Love is always in the way of something /
I'm not a fighter pilot, more of a screen
door fantasy / See through me / This
spot's reserved for something I just can't
seem to find anywhere." Such is the beauty of Some By Sea.
Although he arrived late (and borrowed DuBray's guitar strap), singer-song-

writer Ben Barnett headlined the show,
playing without backup from the rest of
Kind of Like Spitting. The unabashed
Barnett brought the crowd up on stage in a
tight circle around him as he played,
admitting shyly that when he runs out of
CDs, he "barely has the money to buy
more."
Recorded, Kind of Like Spitting tend
toward slower, softer acoustic balladry
(though venturing out of sadcore into
midtempo indie rock at
times). Live in the
Rendezvous, however,
Barnett worked up into
relentless, fierce strumming, screaming confessional, with often
painfully direct lyrics
with little care for
either throat or microphone. Barnett's comical but honest lyrics, "I
feel fat, you feel
ugly/together we hate
everybody" produced
laughs yet at the same time his heartfelt
words, "I'm still learning what my heart is
for" won over those starry-eyed kids in the
crowd. Playing much more than a full set
(including Postal Service and Joni Mitchell
covers) at the request of the audience,
Barnett was a huge hit despite the absence
of Kind of Like Spitting's supporting
vocals and instrumentation.
The show was organized and put on by
KUPS 90.1 FM and My Favorite Chords
Productions. My Favorite Chords was
founded last April when this year's KUPS'
Alternative Music Director Travis Thomas
elected to take on the challenge of booking

Valentine's Day ideas for the romantically inept
By Kat Griffin

A&E Writer
You are probably reading this while eating a muffin,
happy that it is finally, at last Friday. The week is done,
the weekend is ahead, you are excited about Maroon 5
and have no worries in the world. Did you remember that
tomorrow is Valentine's Day? It's the day when Hallmark
makes their big bucks and the day that significant others
will expect something and will be largely upset if they
receive nothing. It is also the day that single folks will
hope for a Valentine and will probably appreciate receiving a small token. So whether you're single, a couple, dating, "just friends" or one of those who can't put. a label on
what you are, here's a helpful guide in case you forgot to
get a gift for that special someone.
Idea #1. Flowers. This is probably the easiest fallback
if you are desperate. Every store that sells these products
will have a large stock to choose from and it's up to you
to make the right choice. Costa) , offers a good price on
flowers, especially with their deal on roses. You can get 18
roses for $12, and the roses are beautiful. Metropolitan
Market also offers a wide array of flowers and will put
together beautiful bouquets. For a more permanent plant
or perhaps a love fern, try Tacoma Boys for tulips or potted plants, which are more unique than a bouquet of flowers. You could even get a bouquet of balloons for a fun
twist.
Idea #2. A card. Ah, the power of the written word.
Whether you're choosing a card for a friend or for a
romantic interest, everyone appreciates a little mail and
an acknowledgement of how much you care. Rather than
"roses are red, violets are blue," honest words of how you
feel ought to do the trick. You'll get an "Awwww, thanks"
and perhaps a peck on the cheek.
Idea #3. Food! Flowers and cards are nice but sometimes you need something more interesting than that.
Cooking a meal for someone shows your culinary skills
and is always a good option. And that means brownie
points. If you can't cook, you can always fudge a little.
Prepare a picnic basket by choosing deli items from
Metropolitan Market. It's just as tasty and requires no
prep time. And picnics don't necessarily have to happen
outside given the temperamental weather. You can have
a picnic indoors or order take out.
Idea #4. Reconnect with Mother Nature. Gifts don't
necessarily have to break the bank. No one is expecting
you to take out loans for them. Spending time can be nice
enough and you can do that out of your room, your dorm
or your house. It can be a walk around Tacoma, a trip to
Point Defiance, a drive down the waterfront or an exploration of downtown Tacoma. Anything to get you out and
about. The focus here is about spending time together,
just needing some gas money or bus fare, a camera and

good conversation.
Idea #5. Get creative. It means that you spent some
time, thought and effort in showing your artistic nature.
Who can resist that? So dabble in some paint. Or make a
collage. Or burn a mix CD of mushy love songs. Carve
an ice sculpture. Knit a hat. Make a homemade puzzle.
Do some chalk drawing. Make jewelry. Make matching
t-shirts. Tap into your inner Martha Stewart and get those
creative juices flowing.
Idea #5. Volunteer Work. Valentine's Day falls on the
week of Conspiracy of Hope. And from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m.,
you can do some community service during Metrodive,
whether it's helping clean, paint or weed, you'll feel better about yourself and your community, and the love bug
will be contagious.
Idea #6. Get hot and sweaty. No, not what you think,
I'm talking about hot yoga. One of the newest fads adopted by many UPS students, hot yoga will clear your mind
of any lingering bad thoughts about Valentine's Day. And
it's good for you. Bikram Yoga on 6th Avenue offers an
introductory week for beginners for a low price of $15.
Drink lots of water and be prepared to sweat. It'll be good
to release those chocolate toxins and meditate on finding
that special someone.
Idea #7. Couch potato time. Whether you decide to
rent scary movies, romantic comedies or tragic dramatic
movies, some couch time is a nice way to pass an evening.
Make some popcorn, buy some snacks, make a
Cosmopolitan and watch the night away caught up in the
lives of those on the screen.
Idea #8. Hit the slopes. Nothing is better than waking
up early, driving to Crystal Mountain and skiing for a full
day. Bundle up and stop for some chili and hot cocoa
before heading back to the slopes. Whether you're alone
or with friends, take advantage of the snow and the
Cascade mountains.
Idea #9. Seattle day tripping. Perhaps you want to get
away from the local area. And maybe skiing isn't up your
alley. Consider a day in Seattle. Spend the big bucks and
go to a show and dinner. Gorge yourself on cheesecake at
The Cheesecake Factory. Flirt with the cute fish guys at
Pike's Place Market. Shop until you drop. Catch a movie.
Wear your walking shoes and explore the hills of Seattle.
Go bowling. Be a cheesy Seattle tourist and find some
matching Sleepless in Seattle t-shirts.
Idea #10. Get together with the rest of your friends,
whether they are in love or bitter, and throw a big bash.
Enjoy their company, laugh a lot, have good conversations
and be happy and in love, whether it is platonic or romantic.
And remember you can pick up free condoms at
Counseling, Health and Wellness and Happy Valentine's
Day!

Kat Griffin is excited about her homemade Valentines.

better bands to play on campus. My
Favorite Chords is completely funded by
Thomas himself, who gambles that at each
show he'll make enough money at the
door to pay the bands and still have some
left over to book another show. When it
comes time for the concert, KUPS covers
promotion, staffs the event and provides
sound.
After the success of Saturday night's
show, My Favorite Chords and KUPS are
bringing bigger acts to campus, starting
next weekend with Engine Down, The
Velvet Teen, Statistics, and Rocky Votolato.
If you've seen bands play on campus
this year, you've probably heard the grit
and smoothness ooze out of Rocky
Votolato's voice, along with his awesome
harmonica holder. No really, he plays the
harmonica and quite well at that. Jade Tree
up-and-corners Statistics will provide the
indie power pop portion of the show, followed by keyboard-heavy and absolutely
fantastic crooners The Velvet Teen.
Headliners Engine Down have recently
been dealing more with melody than emo
ebb and swell than in past years, though
that's not to say they've left their posthardcore pedigree completely behind.
Cello, piano and vibraphone have been
added, but happily it's still hard to forget
that the lineage can be traced back through
Harrisonburg, Va. quartet Sleepytime Trio
to early 90's Virginia-DC emo legends
Maximillian Colby. Don't miss this one —
Feb. 21, in Marshall hall at 8. $7. Seriously,
it's that cheap.

•
•
•
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Rachel waits eagerly for the return of Rocky.
Will waits eagerly for the return of Antioch
Arrow.
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Digging in the trash for the past

Photo courtesy Prescott Harvey

HAVE YOU SEEN THIS BOY?—Senior

Andrew Jacoby holding a book of his favorite
Garbage Pail Kids from the past.
By Chad Asmussen

A&E Editor
As if your life wasn't completely meaningless already, Garbage Pail Kids have
returned. Yes, those cards made by the baseball card mogul, Topps, have returned making Nietzsche's idea of eternal reoccurrence
seem painfully true. The offbeat and mildly
offensive pictures of a child picking his nose,
an alligator pushing a child down a toilet,
and a girl with enough arm pit hair to make
even some UPS girls cringe, are back to
entertain small children and the nostalgically bored adult alike. Now you might be asking yourself, so who really cares if some sick
individuals can be exploited for a dollar and
ninety-nine cents a pack at their local 7
Eleven?
The truth is Garbage Pail Kids are wildly
popular. On Ebay there are hundreds of hits for
collectors selling cards for ten, twenty, maybe
one hundred dollars for a set of their gruesome
garbage. Back in 1987 there was the Garbage
Pail Kids Movie that experienced a nationwide
release in movie theaters. So how are these
cards appealing to adults?
The truth is the content of the cards is
usually in reference to topics that only adults
and post-adolescent teens understand. For
example, there is a character named "Baked
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Jake" who is blazed out of his mind in the
desert. To miss this not-so-subtle reference,
someone would have to be a moron or at
least a small child who doesn't know any
better. There are also more obvious references such as "Boozin' Bruce," a drunk who
sees pink elephants and blue bunnies, and
"Junky Jeff," a drawing of a fellow more
sauced than your average Chicken
McNugget. There are also sexual innuendos
such as "Horny Hal," a man with a trumpet
for a nose, and "Turned on Tara," a woman
that is also a lamp.
Andrew Jacoby, a senior at UPS, is one
particular fan of such titillating torture. He
owns a collector's book of GPK's from his
childhood and has on occasion bought the
new GPK cards. He believes there is still a
demand for cards that were once intended to
be a blatant mockery of the fad of Cabbage
Patch Kids. Speaking of kids today, he said,
"They'll be drawn to them just as I was." He
said it's "fun to be grossed out sometimes,"
and "for kids, the fact that they don't know
what's going on in most of the cartoons is
really funny." He also contests that this isn't
just a hobby for losers. He said, "I didn't do
this to fill any void in my life. It's not like I
didn't have friends so I collected GPK's."
Noah Blinder, a second year senior and
Jacoby's housemate, is also a big fan of
GPK's. He said, "They allow you to make
fun of people who are less fortunate than
you are." Noah, though, sees a setback to
such clever debauchery He sees the creators
of such cards as just plain lazy. Many times
you will get a card with a different name on
it than another card, but have the exact same
drawing. For example, the card with the girl
with extensive armpit hair can say either
"Arm Pit Brit" or "Shaggy Aggie." Also, the
new cards lack the clever comics on the back
or degrading fortunes such as one card that
read, "Someone will wipe that smile off your
face."
Overall though, Blinder is pleased with
the product. He says, "GPK's are a perfect
compliment to our lifestyle. Our favorite
guy is 'Smoking Herb.' That one is the best."
Later, he told me "actually I just made that
one up. See how easy and fun that is?"

Chad believes that GPK's are for sissies.

htealkl
Girl With a pea

Ohira: Making diamonds out of coal
By Ashley Lauth

A&E Writer
The artist in residence this past
semester has been much more than just
an artist; he has been an innovator.
Minoru Ohira has been creating sculpture to adorn the new UPS sculpture
facility that opened this past fall. He
will be aiding in art classes as he works
on his large, heavy-looking pieces,
made from salvaged wood from
around campus.
Art department chair, Melissa
Weinman, first met Ohira through
Brian Ohno, a UPS alum and gallery
owner in Seattle. After seeing Ohira's
work, she asked Greg Bell, the gallery
director, about doing a show at UPS.
The product turned out to be a residency for the fall 2003 semester at UPS.
Mike Johnson, the sculpture professor, was the driving force behind the
residency. When Johnson suggested
the demolition of the old sculpture
house to make way for a new and
improved facility Ohno immediately
thought of Ohira's work: using
reclaimed materials as sculpture media.
Since it is one of Johnson's goals to
bring well-known local artists to work
with UPS art students, the liaison
worked perfectly. Johnson invited
Ohira to create work honoring the new
sculpture building. As you may recall,
the old sculpture building (the 1938,
Victorian style home on campus) was
torn down last spring to make way for
a new 3,800 square-foot sculpture facility. The new facility is actually built on
the site of the old building, further connecting the old to the new.
Ohira's style is to use media consisting of used material to make his sculptures-in this case, the old sculpture
building. Unfortunately, miscommunication in the demolitions process
allowed the disposal of the old house's
beams. Fortunately, an old tree was cut
down on campus so Ohira took the leftover wood, staying within his goal of
reusing something old from the campus to transform into something new.

Photo courtesy artsenecal.com

AN OLD MUFFLER?—No, this is tea-

stained paper combined with graphite
and glue creating that signiture modern
art for what makes Ohira's art so
remarkable.
Ohira is creating a series of sculptures. He uses recycled material and
splits every piece of wood into slivers.
He then attaches those forms and the
individual pieces around the frame he
creates. When you look at the artwork,
it presents the viewer with a taste of
nature. These pieces incorporate influences of widely diverse cultures. Ohira
is from Japan, has lived in Mexico for
three years, and traveled extensively in
other places and include a sort of timeless universality. His work is simple,
rounded shapes, consisting of repeated
particulate markings, which coalesce
into recognizable forms.
UPS students have been working
with Ohira to help him bring his
designs to fruition. According to the
UPS Office of Communications, the
Brian Ohno studio will also be producing a film documenting Ohira's project.
With his resourcefulness and inventive
use of materials, Ohira's final product
is sure to add to the artistic depth and
strength here at UPS.

Ashley thinks that her Art 101 class
should have the prerequisite of a passing
grade in kindergarten fingerpainting.

A Valentine's survey that pays
By Davey Young
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Opinions Copy Editor
"Man, I gotta get me some ace/a temporary life-time partner!" are two cries
commonly heard on the UPS campus. Yes,
it's a troublesome business, that. In a community so small, where the women outweigh the men 60 to 40, and where one
wouldn't dream of dating a local, (or at
least shouldn't as far as I'm concerned)
finding that special someone can be quite
a trial. And with Valentine's Day quickly
closing in, many of us are left wondering,
"will anybody ever love me?"
Don't you wish it was simpler? Do you
remember the time when you could just
write a note, give it to a friend who would
deliver it on the playground, and before
you knew it you were holding hands on
the swing set? Ah, love, among other
things, was far simpler for our childish
understanding of the world.
Well, with this fact in mind, I have constructed a simple enquiry, elaborated for
our collegiate sentiments, in the hopes of
playing Cupid this year. Just carefully clip
out the list below and slip it nonchalantly
to that special someone. No awkward
flirting, no inane conversation or skirting
the subject.
This list is direct and to the point,
designed to help you in your time of need.
Good luck, and go get 'em!
Do you like me?
__Yes
but I'm only interested in sex.
but I'm looking to marry.
I want to date once every
two-three weeks very casually, sleep

__

over every once in a while, and have
the confidence and security normal
ly associated with a more serious relationship.
only if your friend
can
join in.
but no one can know.
but I'm already involved in a relationship. Is that ok? (for return pur-

_
__

poses only:

.

_yes. _no.)

sure, but can you tell me what this
rash is? (for return purposes only: I

think it's

.

eww.)

yes, but I have a thing for Yiddish
dirty talk.
_if you're okay with being my
rebound.
No
_you smell.
get a job.
I play for the other team.
I've taken a vow of celibacy.
_I only date my profs.
_my psychiatrist says I need some
time alone.
_you remind me too much of my
father/mother.
I've already slept with your roommate and that might make me a slut.
your physical appearance makes it
hard for me to get aroused.
no, but can I date your roommate?

__

_
_

(for return purposes only: _yes.
k off)
_but if you take off your glasses and
let your hair down I might consider
it.

Alum Davey Young already has a date for
Valentine's Day, chump.
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TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

Annie Odell

Hannah Brownell

Sean Duade

lzzle and Sizzle in

Jean, Elena &
Michaela

the AM
The Heather
G Spot

8

Margaret Havey

9

Brent Reitherman

Brenden Goetz

10

Spencer Thanhouser

Michael Goldsmith

11

Abigail Allen

12p

Emily
Ehrlich-Gruber
2 Hot for Tr

2

Nate Daniels

3
4
5
6
7

4

8
9
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Spring '04 Schedule

MONDAY
Tracy Hagen &
Scott Valentine
Jessica,
Jennifer & Ian

1

Katie Disharoon &
Emily Sherk
Megan Buscho &
Katie Deremigio

12a

1
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m with
/ Cathy and Jessica
My Favorite
Chords
with Travis

Jenny Mosher

Thomas Ciesielski

Sarah Koik &
!Cathryn Woolf

Easy Access
Melissa Huggins
Spooning in the AM
with Greg
Tessa Huson &
David Anderson

Greg Moore
Nick Vasilius

2 Hot for TV

Sam Hardy

Alex Bernhardt

Evan Kieser

Erica McGillivray

The Super Happy
Lucky Fun Radio
Gift Wish Show
with Ryan & Jacob

Hannah Seebach &
Arlen Pringle

The Tim and Tim
Show
Friday I'm in Love
with Cassie Lucarelli

Mark, Nick & Jeff

Matt Jones

Devin Murphy

Rachel Decker

Daniel Corral

Man to Man
with Blaire & John

Carlos Rodrigues

Steve Blake

Megan Brehm

Rocko Peterson

mer

Greg Muller

Flatline
with Zach Crofton

FRIDAY
Zarvoxx
Alternative

VanHeuleven

Coll Th

10
11

Ben Hahn

Breakfast with id
with Ch .

Kristin J

The Beat Bank
with Dave Scheinfeld

Trail

KUPS Unplugged
with Steve Larson

The AjlerDark Session
with Tristan & Elliot

David Chebuske

Vanessa Driveness

Karleton Pfaff

Jen Saunders
Brian Coleman

Lucas Kresser
Chris Schnelle &
Sara Carr &
Aub Driver
Jacob Brown-Beach
Jeff Katz
Ross Logan &
Zarvoxx
Michelle Webster
Carady Madden
Alternative
Derek Scheurer
Alternative: M-F 7a – 6p I Electronic: M-F 8-10p I LoudRock: M-Th 10p – 2a

Jason Miller
Billy Waldo &
Austin ic.
Whitney
Nicole '

SUNDAY
Zarvoxx
Alternative

SATURDAY
Zarvoxx
Alternative

Reed Riggs

Susanna Pugh

Reid Petit

Keely Rew

Hillarie Laura

Fusion
With Jon & Becky

Megan Hatschek
Jenny Stitt &
Amanda Stillin s
Andrea Woodahl &
Marilee Randall
Liz Herzog &
Stacey Spaulding

Liz Becker
Matt Stevens
Erica Burdick &
Meghan Everist
Alia Broman &
Chris Dewar

a

FM

,■4

Wes Andrews

Graham & Greg

Joanna Zlaten

Devon LaBelle

Neil Jones

Ben Gutman

Stephen Judkins

Leila Ansari

My Blaire Lady
with My Blaire
Lady

CD

Rocket Launcher
with Matthew
Christian,
Chris & Ben

The Marge Show
with Amy
Matt Herron

the Pulse
with Dave
phen v Mike J
Mack Wlidinl

&

' °best Gale
•

and
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•
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Thomas

Zarvoxx
Zarvoxx
Jenny Yu
Hip Hop
Hip Hop
Weekend: Sat & Sun 7a –10p I HipHop: Fri-Sun 10p – 2a

Maroon 5: A question of quality vs. quantity

Photo courtesy musicfinderyahoo.com
AN ABERCROMBIE AND FITCH
AD? Nope, just a bunch of rich bastards
—

from Maroon 5 cashing in on your student
events money.
By Tim Baars

A&E Writer
Recently UPS has
hosted a number of
great shows by small
bands from around
the Pacific
Northwest. Largely
due to the relentless and devoted efforts of
KUPS and My Favorite Chords, a local
promotions company run by senior Travis
Thomas, students have had the opportunity to experience local indie bands that are
less accessible than mainstream bands in
terms of radio play, media exposure, and
the music itself. Often times, the bands are
cheaper to host than mainstream artists,

which pose both financial and logistical
difficulties.
Students, however, will have a chance
to experience a more popular band on
campus this Friday, Feb. 13 as ASUPS
Popular Entertainment hosts Maroon 5 at 8
p.m. in the Fieldhouse. The group has
received recognition for its recently
released album "Songs About Jane" which
has proved popular on MTV and VH1 as
well as the near constant radio play of two
singles from the album: "This Love" and
"Harder to Breathe." Their unique sound,
a blend of alternative and soul, follows the
vein of Jason Mraz and the long running
trend in alternative music of blending
seemingly incongruent genres (recently
evidenced by The Postal Service's blend of
indie and electronica). Neither camp has
claimed the group as genre-defining, perhaps their popularity remains because of
an insistence to subscribe to neither genre,
finding a home on blanket pop and top 40
radio stations and other major media outlets. Their exposure
has been so extensive
that many have
found that even if
they didn't recognize
the group's name,
they have heard their
distinctive sound
through extensive
radio play and media coverage.
That exposure has served them well, as
the announcement of Maroon 5 was
received with favor and has generated
excitement among many UPS students
prior to the concert. And while ASUPS
planned the event to coincide with the
only halfheartedly recognized tradition of
Maroon Friday, it is doubtful the coinci-

raising
the
baar

as a "sh***y version of Jason Mraz"). This
dence had much effect on sales.
is not a new problem. In the past, criticism
Regardless, shortly after tickets went on
sale, a long line formed in the SUB as stu- has been given to ASUPS Popular
dents scrambled to get student priced tick- Entertainment as being taken back by
ets for the show. As of this writing, 1,200 bureaucratic red tape, logistical problems
and a difference in programmer and stustudents are expected to attend the concert
and ASUPS is expecting the show to sell dent tastes.
Tickets for the show are available at the
out. hi addition to students, faculty and
staff have expressed interest, and ASUPS Info Center in the SUB. Students tickets
expects 2000 concert-goers from the sur- are $9 and general admission is $16.
Tickets are also available on
rounding area on Friday.
The support for Maroon 5 is not ubiqui- ticketmaster.com or by calling 253-627tous, however, and has fueled the concep- MS. (A $5 convenience charge is added
when purchasing tickets from
tion that ASUPS chooses bands that aren't
necessarily what students are interested in Ticketmaster).
• Tim Baars "stays" in "school."
listening to. While the bands they choose
are "popular"
and will fill the
Fieldhouse, the
bands that
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50 Cent plans mysterious death for '04
Hip-hopper excited for
new career move
By Milton Stephanides

Staff Writer
Notorious thug rapper 50 Cent
had a stellar year in 2E103, with millions of records sold partly due to the
dance classic "In da Club" and his
hardcore reputation. The former
Queens native and drug dealer
announced his goals for 2004 during
a candid interview with The Combat

a

Photo courtesy allmusic.com

THE KEVLAR IS JUST FOR
SHOW - 50's vest will most likely be

donated to the Hard Rock Cafe.

Foribu

Back in Black (& White)

Zone over winter
break.
"Right now my
managers and I
are outlining my
gang-related murder for summer,"
the hip-hopper
said. The plan is
for a possible
shooting outside
of a club, drive-by
or organized hit,
or even a combiPhoto courtesy night-club:cz
nation of all three. HISTORY WILL BE MADE HERE—One possible locaWith his eye on tion for the rap star's spectacular demise.
the future, 50 Cent
the timing wasn't right. In this busiis looking forward to his next
ness, timing is everything. Well, timendeavor. "My death is going to
ing and celebrity death."
bring loads of publicity. We're look50 Cent is confident of his timing
ing at a couple of posthumous
this time around. "Artistically and
records, a documentary, maybe even
commercially, it's the smartest move I
a commemorative clothing line."
can make at this point in my career."
The rapper was the victim of
Superstar producer Timbaland
attempted murder in 2000, a move
has already been tapped to be at the
many see now that was unwise.
scene of the crime, the location of
Interscope executive Clide
which is being scouted by label execs
Kelmorton commented, "He was certhis spring.
tainly on the right track with taking
Milton himself was once shot twice
nine bullets to the chest and face, but

Cung Fu Corner
by Ninja Tim

Each week Ninja Tim has a mere twenty-five words to
boil down the essence of a classic kung fu movie.
Usually he fails.
"Bride with White Hair 2" (1993)
Maudlin. inspired "Xena: Warrior
Princess." Saccharine yet intelligent
commentary on resentment and gender equality. inclement witch forms
lesbian kung-fu cult—vernal lovers
caught in crossfire.
Ninja Tim 's mail-order bride had white hair, too.

Combat Zone

Doesn't Care:
What did you do on
Winter Break?

with a Nerf gun.

Lost Joyce manuscript surfaces, 'Brilliantly incoherent'
Scholars cream over new literary masterpiece
By Wyatt Gwyon

•

a

•

Guest Writer
James Joyce, the myopic master
mind responsible for "Ulysses,"
"Portrait of the Artist as a Young
Man" and "Finnegan's Wake," is
back in the public eye after a new finished "novel" was recovered among
his possessions during an estate auction.
The 2,300 page epic, titled
"Dogbark Canis," has been reviewed
by several prominent Joyce scholars
as another landmark text in the history of the printed word.

"Joyce has employed all of his linguistic and writerly faculties in this
one," said Professor Rob Garratt, a
local Joycean. "He has amazingly
captured all of the ,thoughts, expressions and feelings of a domesticated
canine over the course of a single
hour."
Many were 'surprised at the find,
which had never Been alluded to in
Joyce's journals, or by his wife Nora
in her writing. Nonetheless, excerpts
made the front page of the New York
Times Book Review this Sunday:
"...gibblygookduk manger in
extremis, the ten slough gibbly so-so
pantingly pant, gibblygibbly bark
bark..."
And so on. Harvard University's
Center for Joyce Studies, previously

"I systematically
broke all ties with
my high school
friends since they
all went to state
schools."
Gordon Ponty
Freshman

Photo courtesy online-libraryorg

THE FACE OF GOD—If you don't

understand, then it's your fault.
on a fifty year project to decode
"Finnegan's Wake," has hired an
additional forty graduate students to
set upon "Dogbark." Most 20th
Century fish Literature classes have
already added the book to their reading lists; it will be published by
Penguin this June, with a foreword
by Seamus Heaney.

Wyatt got to page 14 of "Ulysses."

"I slept in 'hi noon •
everyday and
mooched off the
parents. Basically a
dry run for life
after graduation."
Ben Vereen
Junior

VateAfirtiney's-Day Fuuni
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nark Holiday is approaching quickly, a day of forced sentiment, guilt-ridden gift giving and true
The Combat Zone is here to help those in relationships who'd rather ignore the holiday and those-::::
singles that feel more lonely than ever. How are students preparing ?

Renting "Sex in the City," watching with other dateless sorority girls
over a box of Kleenex.
Succumbing to societal pressure and buying some f*cking roses and
those stupid chocolates she likes so much.
Pretending to like teddy bear present, then giving it to roommate.
Spending a night in with Maxim and Lefty.
Ineffectively protesting.
Cheerily putting up several decals of flying armed and naked children around the house.
Having sex with part;cr as usual, but yelling "Be my valentine!" during climax.
1-1 valentine cards and trying to be ironic about
Getting PowerPi.
it, though deep down you sincerely wish the girl in your Japanese
MTh, ecru-1.1E5y valpomall.corn
Religion class w as your valentine.
TRUE LOVE? POSED PHOTO?—
Cruising singles bars with all the other losers.
Buying up economy. size packages of Love', a product of AOL Time The answer in their eves.
Warner.
Being struck by cupid's arrow in the middle of class., which will prove to be distastrous.
Going to lecture, doing some homework, then reading and falling asleep...why?
Finally working up the courage to charge that lacrosse field, call out her name, and tell. Winnie
all the things you've always wanted to say. Will she be swayed? Hell yes; you're Kevin Arnold.
"10:Aidkrk:ZY.

"Pev ote.
Jane Gippert
So• •)triorc

"I visited my
hometown and

realized once again
why I chose a college in another
state."
Thea Halliwell
senior

Disclaimer: The Combat Zone is a work of satire and does not reflect the views or opinions of The Trail, its staff, or the administration. The Combat Zone choo-choo-chooses you (and there's a picture of a train). Please send complaints to trail@ups.edu.
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Logger women roll, fight for lead in raucous NWC
By Melissa Huggins

Sports Writer
The Loggers (16-3, 8-2 NWC) kept
themselves in the race for the conference
title this weekend, beating both George
Fox, 65-61,nd Pacific University, 54-46.
UPS is now tied_for second place with
Whitman College, who they will face off
against this weekend.
Against George Fox, the Loggers knew
they would have a challenge on their
hands. "They have good outside shooters
and good inside post play," coach Suzy
Barcomb explained. "The last five or six
times we've played them it's been a very
tight game, and this one was no different."
Despite shooting eight of 27 in the first
half, Puget Sound went on a 15-3 run,
capped by a three-pointer by Kilty Keaton
to take the lead going into the half, 26-25.

Logger Leaders
Points: Lindsay May, 16.9
PPg
Rebounds: Lindsay May,
7.7 rpg
Assists: Kitty Keaton, 2.4
apg
Steals: Lindsay May, 1.5
sPg
Field Goal Percentage:
Shelby Ramirez, 52.0

They were able to stay even with the
Bruins despite their shooting struggles, by
icing nine of 13 free throws, compared to
George Fox's one of two. "That eight point
differential allowed us to stay in the
game," Barcomb pointed out.
Also in the first half, forward Lindsay
May became just the ninth player in
Logger history to score over 1000 points in
her career at UPS. She earned her 1000th
point on a free throw, and went on to total
17 points on the night.
In the second half, the two teams stayed
fairly even, exchanging points until the
Loggers went on a six point run, extending
their lead to eight points. They withstood a
late push by the Bruins and were able to
finish out the game by nailing their free
throws.
While free throws are often discounted
as a smaller aspect of the game, Barcomb
recognizes their importance. "We emphasize them every day," Barcomb stated. "We
put the players in pressure situations, similar to what they would face in a game."
Their practice has definitely paid off. Not
only were the Loggers able to beat the
Bruins with the help of their free throw
prowess, their 74-percent average is eighth
in the nation. They have also made more
free throws (311) than their opponents
have attempted against them (203).
After beating the Bruins, the Loggers
had to turn around and face another challenge in the Pacific University Boxers.
They managed to avenge their early season loss with a defensive gem.
Worn out from the tough George Fox
game, and facing a team who had Friday
night off, Puget Sound struggled in the
first half, putting up just 19 points. They
were also unable:to convert in the paint for
the first twenty minutes due to the Boxers'
extremely physical play. They did manage
to defend well, however, holding the
Boxers to 24 first half points.
In the second half, the Loggers came

•

Nora Smith/ ASUPS Photo Services

WILD & CRAZY — Sophomre guard Kilty Keaton (with ball) looks past two Pacific

defenders for a teammate to pass to in their Feb. 7 game. The Loggers won the game 56-46
to move into a second place tie in the NWC with Whitman.
out on fire, going on a 21-6 run to lead by
nine points. "We were a totally different
team," Barcomb remarked. "Our bench
play really kicked in."
The Loggers also kicked their defense
up a notch, forcing turnovers and grabbing
rebounds, which allowed them to build up
their lead. Kilty Keaton led UPS with 14
points in the game, hitting four three pointers, while Angie Straw finished with nine
points and nine rebounds.
"I think the big difference in this game
was that we defended," Barcomb
explained. "When we played them the first
time around, they scored 46 points in a
half. This time they scored 46 points in the
game."
The win against the Boxers marked
coach Barcomb's 100th victory in her six
seasons at Puget Sound, with an impressive overall record of 100-46.
Next up for the Loggers is a difficult
road trip. All four of the top teams in the
conference will be facing off this weekend.

First up for Puget Sound is Whitman, who
currently share second place with the
Loggers. "They're difficult to defend,"
Barcomb explained. "They have good outside shooting and they're very athletic."
Whitworth poses similar challenges.
They currently lead the conference in scoring, and are led by a forward who averages
about 23 points per game.
"This is a brutal road trip," Barcomb
stated. "However, we have to take it one
game at a time. We have to give it our all on
Friday night, and then worry about
Whitworth the next night."
While the Loggers do have their work
cut out for them, they are getting incredible
play from their bench (34 points in the last
two games) and they did beat both
Whitman and Whitworth the last time they
met. "Team basketball is how we're winning right now," Barcomb remarked. "We
need to earn another 'W' this weekend."

By John Dugan

When Richard Ulrich retired as Athletic Director at the
end of the 2002-2003 school year, the administration wanted to find a replacement that would continue his success,
while taking the department to new heights. They found
that successor in Amy Hackett, a native of the Northwest
with connections to UPS. After spending ten years at
Santa Clara University as Assistant Athletic Director, she
moved on to the University of Utah to work in the same
capacity for a Division 1-A program. She had some
insight to share after one semester as the new AD at UPS:
Q: How did you react to being
hired?
A: It was very exciting. I didn't
know if they were going to put an
emphasis on Division III experience,
which would have hurt my chances. It
was a bit of an unknown situation,
although my sister attended the
school so I have ties in that regard. My
family is very happy that they got to
come back to the Northwest.
Q: What was the experience like in
your first semester?
A: It went very well. I really enjoy
the people that I have interacted with
here, and the support has been great.
Q: How have the student-athletes responded?
A: They've given me a very warm welcome. There's a
curiosity factor from both sides, which has made it interesting so far. I've introduced myself to almost every team
we have, and they have been very receptive.
Q: What is it like to return to the Northwest setting?
A: Utah is a unique place, so I won't compare it to here.
There is definitely a nicer pace to things up here than in
the Bay Area, which has gotten even worse in recent
years. There's a strong sense of community here — from
the campus community to the town as a whole. I guess
that's one similarity with Utah, the strong community
involvement. But it's hard to compare.
Q: How different is it to come from Division I to
Division III?
A: Well, I worked at Santa Clara for ten years, which is
a very similar school to this. This type of school is much
easier to work with. In D-1, the Money is so different, it's
hard to compare; there's a much bigger pressure on the
•

sports programs. It's a change of pace to move to a place
like this. D-1 is not always a pleasant experience because
of the money involved, so it's nice to get back to basics.
Q: What are your goals for the athletic department in
the future?
A: I think it's important for us to define ourselves as an
athletic program. In a way, I think the whole conference is
trying to create an identity. We have a new president who
has been very, supportive of athletics so far. We're still
fairly new to Division III, and it takes a while to integrate
into that whole atmosphere. There are some identity
issues throughout the conference, and I think each institution is trying to do the same things we are. Where is our
place? What are we going to accomplish? These are the things•we have to
sell to the community — the campus
community, the town community, the
alumni, all of them.
Q: What has it been like to come to
a new school at the same time as a
new president?
A: I actually report to Terry
Cooney on a regular basis, so Dean
Cooney and I have been in more contact than President Thomas and I.
We've had a few informal conversations about the athletic department,
and he's been a very big supporter of
the athletic teams so far. The athletes and students have
certainly noticed his presence at the events, and it's made
a big impact. He's been a strong advocate of the athletic
program for the entire school. He has a few questions
about the direction of the conference, and how it is going
to define itself in the near future, but we haven't discussed it at length yet.
Q: What made UPS the right place for you?
A: Hiked the fact that it's a small, liberal arts school. I
knew how it was run and how the administration functions, so I knew what to expect. I kept up with the campus
news and events over the years, because of my sister's
attachment. It's a very intimate place, and a very wellrespected school, and I really like that.
Q: What needed, or still needs, the biggest change
within the athletic department?
A: I wouldn't say there are any big changes that need
to be made. My predecessor did a terrific job here, so I
want to enhance the contributions he made. We need to
create more recreational opportunities for the student

a

Sports Writer Melissa Huggins earned a "J"
this week.

Hackett takes on AD role with eyes toward future
Assistant Sports Editor

•

•
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Allyson Feeney/ ASUPS Photo Services

BACK TO BASICS — New Athletic Director Amy

Hackett is enjoying the more relaxed atmosphere of the
Northwest and Puget Sound. She is looking forward helping
create an identity for the UPS athletic program.
body to participate in, whether that's through intramurals
or physical education classes. Of course, we need to think
about our facilities. We've put up some great things in the
past few years, and we just need to keep up that good
work. I think every institution in the country is always
looking to improve facilities, and we're no different.
Q: If you have one message for the student body, what
is it?
A: I'd love to have input and participation from the
students. The athletic department is here for the service of
students, so they should be involved as much as possible.
But I want to make sure that that participation and support is constructive, and isn't eroding at the sportsmanship of the games. I think that's very important, and,
think it's something this school is capable of.

Sports Writer John Dugan has an easy enough time minding his P's, but he could use some help on those feisty Q's.
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Celebrating Cool Papa, Rube and the Negro Leagues
By Sean Duade

Sports Writer

At

February is African American history month, a cause for celebration
and reflection, and usually about the
time of year when millions of school
children learn about civil rights leaders like Martin Luther King Jr., Malcolm X and Rosa Parks.
There is nothing wrong with learning about.King, X and
Parks, but why not learn about prominent civil rights leaders like Satchel Paige, Andrew "Rube" Foster or Cool Papa
Bell? You might not have heard of the second list of names,
perhaps because they are regarded as merely baseball
players, but baseball was the first major institution in
America to integrate, and these player activists spearheaded the cause.
Blacks have had a long history in the game of baseball,
longer than you may think. Jackie Robinson for example
wasn't just picked up off the street and given a job starting
in the infield for the Brooklyn Dodgers, he was a standout
with the Kansas City Monarchs in the Negro Leagues.
The "Negro Leagues" is an encompassing term used to
define segregated baseball. There had been a number of all
black teams dating back as early as the 1860's, the first
being the Cuban "X" Giants, who were established in
1897. The Giants were a successful team, winning the
Colored World Championship (CWC) in 1903, but, like
many other all-black clubs of the era, the team became
bankrupt, disbanding in 1907. Black ball clubs, without the
benefit of a centralized structured league, often folded
within a couple of years because of financial woes.
Games played between the white stars and the black
stars always generated a dependable source of income for
both teams involved. Tremendous crowds packed the
grandstands to watch games between the Babe Ruth allstars and the Negro National League stars. Other than the
all-star games, though, crowds were scarce for Negro
league games, mostly due to the abject poverty of African
Americans in the northern cities surrounding the ball
clubs. Unfortunately then the potential audience was
small; nonetheless, Sunday doubleheaders always drew
sizeable crowds and teams not wanting to disappoint
would put their big names on the mound to keep the gate
up. Big names like Rube Foster, an imposing man listed at
6-foot-4 and 240 pounds, who had pitched four out of the
five victories for the Giants in 1903 CWC. He was a feared

competitor and adored by fans both
white and black.
Duade
Foster was just as shrewd off the
speaks
mound. In 1919 Foster gathered
many of the black ballclub owners
out
and forced them into joining a united
league structure. It worked, and the
Negro National League was established. In doing so Foster created what many sports laymen now refer to as the Negro Leagues. Foster ensured
that black baseball and black athletes would be respected
and taken seriously for the next three decades. But more
importantly this was his gift to African Americans. This
would be the first black owned and operated league.
In the early 1920's the golden age of the Negro Leagues
began, and teams like the Birmingham Black Barons, St.
Louis Stars, Baltimore Black Sox, Homestead Grays,
Indianapolis ABCs and Kansas City Monarchs became
part of the Negro Leagues and part of baseball culture,
often outdrawing their city's white team counterpart.
Blacks took great pride in knowing that segregation now
cut both ways.
With the Negro Leagues garnering more and more
attention the alleged superiority of the white players' talent was now open to question. Black ballplayers began to
take pride in knowing that while some white major leaguers were better than them, they were also better than
some major leaguers. Conversely, white major leaguers
began to feel the same way that they were better than
some but not all of the black players.
While talent between the leagues might have been a
draw, the white majors could not compare to the Negro
Leagues in the nickname department. Negro League stars
had monikers like Cool Papa Bell, Bullet Rogan, Smokey
Joe Williams, Cannonball Redding, Mule Suttles, Slim
Jones and Satchel Paige to name a few.
In early 1945 Branch Rickey, the Brooklyn Dodgers general manager, began openly scouting the Negro Leagues
with the intent of bringing a black ballplayer to the major
leagues. This was not Rickey's first attempt to integrate
Major League Baseball, he had worked vigilantly as the
general manager of the St. Louis Cardinals to bring a black
man up in the organization but he was met with such
harsh criticism by coaches, players, his superiors and even
the St. Louis press that eventually he gave in. Rickey
began looking for a particular kind of man, a man he knew
would be able to absorb, without reaction, the massive

Photo courtesy google.com

HE CAME, HE SAW, HE CONQUERED —Jackie

Robinson scores duringhis 1947roolde year, when he became
the first Negro League player in the major leagues.
amounts of abuse, intolerance and hatred that the player
would inevitably be targeted to receive. His search ended
in Kansas City, when he met a 24 year-old shortstop
named Jackie Robinson.
Jackie Robinson broke Major League Baseball's color
barrier on April 15, 1947, but Robinson broke more than
just baseball's color barrier. When Robinson stepped out
onto Ebbets Field that day he was stepping out onto a field
of battle that was still seven years away from Brown vs.
Topeka, and 15 years away from "I have a dream." When
Robinson stepped out onto that field that day to be taunted and booed he was doing more than just playing a game,
he was creating whole new worlds of possibility for all,
those who suffered under the oppression of Jim Crow.
And it was all made possible because of the Negro
Leagues.

Sports Writer Sean Duade will henceforth be known to all
Trail staff members as "Cool Mama."

Recent sex scandals show two schools' true priorities
By Doug Sprague

•

Sports Editor
I wanted to write a
happy column this
week. Something that
would make us feel
good about ourselves,
and the childish games we love. I couldn't.
Not when the'news is continually filled
with reports of sex scandals in professional, and even more sadly, college sports.
We all know the Kobe Bryant story, but
just last week St. John's suspended six
players, expelling up to three, from their
men's basketball team for having sex with
a prostitute in a hotel room and then refusing to pay her. The players were officially
punished "for violation of team rules and
behavior inconsistent with St. John's mission and values." The move has left the
Red Storm with only eight players, essentially condemning them to finish the season winless in the Big East.
The St. John's athletic department is to
be commended for acting, despite knowing what it would do to the basketball program. Sure, there were no criminal charges
filed against the students, but they violated
the written rules and standards of the university and the university enforced its
rules. Too often we hear of universities
making exceptions for athletes who break
the rules, especially if they are stars, but
this is not one of those instances. Three
starters, including the two leading scorers,
were kicked off the team.
Unfortunately, a prime example of a
university taking the opposite approach is
the University of Colorado. Recently, two
girls claimed to have been raped by
recruits and members of the football team
in 2001 at an off-campus party. Four players who attended the party were convicted
of providing alcohol and pot to minors, but
no rape charges were filed. In 1997, a girl
alleged members of the team raped her at a
similar party, and allegations have surfaced recently that members of the football

team regularly hired
strippers to entertain
from
recruits at parties.
the
After the 1997 party,
County
Boulder
bullpen
Attorney
District
Mary Keenan met
with university officials to warn them that they had "a real
problem with recruiting."
Throughout the maelstrom of allegations head coach Gary Barnett has maintained ignorance of what was going on,
claiming that his program does not condone using sex or alcohol as recruiting
tools. The school continues to stand behind
the football program. Current players and
several former recruits have come forward
to say that sex and alcohol were not used to
recruit them. San Diego State freshman
running back Lynell Hamilton has stated,
"at no time did any person associated with
(CU) make any direct or indirect reference
to any illegal or immoral activity."
Despite these claims, the only fact in
dispute about the 2001 party is whether
Lisa Simpson was passing out condoms to
recruits, or just passing out. Depositions
concerning the party paint a clear picture
of the events of most of the party.
The night started with the two recruits
getting drunk with some football players
in a dorm room and Simpson getting
drunk with a few friends in her apartment.
At some point the players met up with a
girl on campus who told them "we should
meet up, you've got recruits, my girls are
ready to party." The woman turned out to
be one of Simpson's friends and the night
that Simpson had planned as a small get
together with friends ballooned into a sex
party, with some women having consensual sex with the players and recruits.
At this point Simpson claims she went
to her room and passed out on her bed,
only to be awakened later by two men
pulling her pants off and forcing themselves upon her. The recruits and several
players claim that Simpson handed out

condoms to the recruits after bringing
them into her room and then willingly had
sex with both. What exactly happened we
will never know, but what is obvious is
that after drinking 60 oz. of beer in an hour
Simpson was in no state to make rational
decisions. Under Colorado law, the recruits
raped her, because Simpson was drunk
and, therefore, could not give consent. In
the manual that Barnett makes all recruits
and players read he explicitly says not to
have sex with drunk women under any
circumstances. Of course, better judgment
and some amount of common sense would
have given them the same conclusion.
As I said earlier, Barnett has claimed he
had no idea this kind of activity was taking
place. Looking at this case alone, it is easy
to pass it off as a regrettable aberration. But
in light of the other allegations of rape, and
that strippers were regularly hired for
recruiting parties it is clear that Barnett and
his coaches could not have been unaware
of what was going on, unless they wanted
to be. Former CU Assistant Athletic
Director Bob Chichester claims that Barnett
was "willfully ignorant" of the problems in
his program. Of course this raises the question of why Chichester didn't do anything
if he knew there were problems. It is obvious that, at the very least, Barnett and his
coaches didn't do enough to control the
events during recruiting visits.
Regardless, the problems with the football team are symptomatic of serious problems within the university. CU is regarded
as one of the top, if not the top party school
in the country, and has been for as long as
I can remember. A police department that
is notorious for turning a blind eye to drug
and alcohol-related offenses does not help
the situation. This setting surely makes it
harder for the university to control what its
students do, especially off-campus, but
there is no excuse why school officials have
not made the university a safer place. It is
obvious that nothing they have done to
curb the problems has helped significantly.
As Simpson told her mother when con-
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OH @$#%! — Colorado football coach

Gary Barnett is under extreme scrutiny for
the sexual misconduct in his program.
fronted about her drinking, Lisa responded by saying that "all of the college students at CU drink. Don't you know it's the
(top) party school in America?"
The first step that needs to be taken is
for the school to fully and truthfully examine what took place that night in 2001, as
well as with the other allegations, and to
find the players and coaches responsible
and punish them severely. If the problem is
as widespread as it has been made out to
be, and Barnett and his staff did not do
everything in their power to stop the
improper events then they should be fired.
If players repeatedly acted improperly
they should be kicked off the team, and
possibly out of school. If administrators
knew what was going on, then they too
need to be punished. The time has come
for CU to change its image, and the football
program needs to be the first place to
exemplify this new image. If the people in
Boulder need an example, they need only
look to St. John's.

Sports Editor Doug Sprague wants to make
it known that The Trail did not use sex, drugs
or rock and roll to recruit him.
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Loggers run Bruins, Boxers ragged
Glynn, Cross power Loggers to spotless home record

Chase Curtiss also made contributions, scoring 14 points
apiece. Chris O'Donnell, the team's leading rebounder,
had another impressive performance under the glass,
grabbing nine rebounds to go along with 10 points.
The impressive defense played by the Loggers was not
By Phil Hawkins
to be overlooked. UPS snatched 15 steals in the game and
Sports Writer
forced George Fox to commit 29 turnovers.
"Our press was very effective in the first half, and realWinter break has finally ended. While most of us spent
ly for the entire game," coach Eric Bridgeland said after
our vacation visiting the family, the men's basketball team
used that time to quietly earn a 17-2, 9-1 record and the game.
"We were fortunate that we
become ranked no. 17 nationally.
again made more free throws than
Last weekend, the Loggers took
our opponent attempted and won
sole possession of first place in the
the battle of the boards — both
Northwest Conference with a pair of
keys to the game."
wins over George Fox and Pacific,
Puget Sound's Feb. 7 contest
coupled with a loss by Willamette
Points: Matt Glynn, 21.7 ppg
against the Pacific Boxers (7-10, 4University. The win kept the
5), who had previously been
Loggers unbeaten at home this seaRebounds: Chris O'Donnell,
unbeaten on the road, proved to
son and extended their current win
6.8 rpg
be an equally successful night, as
streak to five games.
UPS won 90-73.
Puget Sound began last weekend
The Loggers looked slow to
with a lopsided win over the Bruins
Assists: Matt Glynn, 4.3 apg
begin the first half and seemed in
of George Fox (6-13, 2-8) at the
danger of losing their first home
Fieldhouse on Feb. 6. Guard Matt
Steals: Curtis Medved, 2.0
game of the season. The team shot
Glynn led the Loggers potent offen32.4 percent in the first half and
sive attack with 35 points on 10 of 22
spg
held on to a meager 36-34 lead at
shooting. With less than 11 minutes
the break, the worst offensive outleft to play, and the Loggers hanging
Field Goal Percentage: Zack
put the Loggers have played in a
on to a six-point lead, Glynn scored
McVey, 61.7
half this season.
10 points in a two-minute span to
"Pacific was 4-0 on the road in
help put the Loggers up 95-80 with
conference, with an impressive
8:27 left to play. George Fox never
win at Whitworth. They gave us some trouble early with
recovered from the run and got within no closer than 12
tough, physical defense that knocked us around a bit,"
points the rest of the game. UPS won 111-92.
Glynn also managed to pull down six rebounds and Bridgeland said.
UPS quickly extended their slim lead with nine for 18
dish out nine assists in the contest. Jeremy Cross and
three pointers in the second half
and shot 62.1 percent to pull away
for the win. Once again, Glynn led
a balanced team attack, with 17
points, six rebounds and five
assists on his way to being named
UPS Male Athlete of the Week.
Glynn led five others players in
double figures, including
O'Donnell, who scored a seasonhigh 16 points and pulled down
eight rebounds.
"The second half belonged to
our freshmen — Jeremy Cross and
Curtis Medved," Bridgeland said.
Cross played incredible
defense, grabbing nine board and
collecting four steals while
Medved connected on several crucial threes and ended the night
with 16 points on six of 11 shooting. Medved also led the Loggers
Lea John /ASUPS Photo Services
with five steals.
Junior forward Chris O'Donnell (33) battles members of
TOTAL CONTROL
UPS will be taking to the road
George Fox for a rebound. By winning the rest of their games, the Loggers will capthis weekend against Whitworth
ture the NWC crown and a spot in the national tournament.
(14-5, 7-3) and Whitman (6-13, 2-

Logger Leaders

—

Women's skiing team heads for western regionals; men to send two along
By Jeff Swi ryn
Sports Writer
The Logger men's and women's alpine ski teams
traveled to Sandpoint, Idaho last weekend where they
finished off the regular season on a positive note.
Atop Schweitzer Mountain, the women finished 4th
overall and qualified for the Western regional competition beginning Feb. 19 in Red Lodge, Montana.
"We all skied well," freshman Stuart Warren commented. Well enough for he and fellow freshman Matt
Bogdanovitch to qualify to represent UPS in Red Lodge.
As a team, however, the men did not qualify.
The ski season was short and sweet for the Loggers,
but the women fared better than the men in the
Northwest Collegiate Ski Conference.
As a team, the UPS women finished third out of ten
teams, behind only Albertson College and the
University of Oregon. Senior Larissa Felli finished second among all skiers in the conference. The team morale
is high and they are confident about the upcoming
regional championship.
"It's looking great on the women's side" said Felli.
"We've consistently been in third place in the conference, and we should end up around third in our
region."
The men's team finished tenth out of twelve conference teams, but there is a caveat. Because rankings are
determined by a team's top three finishers in each race,
and Puget Sound only had two male skiers for most of

the season, they were at an obvious disadvantage. The
fact that they still produced two qualifying individuals
for Red Lodge is quite an accomplishment.
Last weekend's race in Idaho was the last regular
season collegiate competition for senior skiers Demetra
Panagakos and Larissa FeIli, who also happen to be the
only team veterans. Looking back on her fourth season
as a Logger skier, Panagakos seems pleased.
"We had a lot of seniors graduate last year, and we
were worried about this season, but a bunch of freshmen showed up and skied solidly. We've done well."
If the UPS skiers do well enough in Red Lodge, they
have a chance to ski straight to the national finals at
Sugarloaf in Maine. Last year the women's team went to
the national competition at Northstar in Lake Tahoe, Ca,
where they finished in 9th place overall. This year's
team is almost a brand new set of women, but their performance is of equal, if not superior caliber.
The Loggers are making an effort to increase awareness about their team in order to spark enthusiasm and
support. Fans can expect a raffle fundraiser in the
spring with lots of great giveaways, including outdoor
gear.
Aside from cool prizes, a major contributor to the
ongoing success of the UPS ski team has been the
incoming freshman skiers. The Loggers have built up a
solid organization on the slopes, so believe the veteran
Felli when she says, "The future looks great."

Sports Writer Jeff Swiryn doesn't ski because it is too cold
on his sensitive epidermis.
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ALL ALONE AT THE TOP — Sophomore forward Zack

McVey finds himself all alone at the basket as Mark Johnson it
(3) watches helplessly. The Loggers won the Feb. 6 game
111-92 to maintain their one-game lead over rival Willamette
in the NWC standings.
8). The Loggers hope to improve their national ranking by
continuing to put up impressive numbers on the offensive
end while stifling other teams with their hard, full-courts
press defense. The Loggers have been moving up the polls
in the ranking put out by d3hoops.com, an unofficial website. The NCAA has released its first regional poll of the
season, however, and has placed UPS second behind
Buena Vista. Puget Sound is sure to take over top spot
once the new polls come out, given that Buena Vista
dropped two regional games last weekend. •
In the immediate future, the Loggers need to focus on
the upcoming conference games. At 13-6, the Willamette
Bearcats may have a far worse overall record, but they
have an 8-1 conference record, placing them only one
game behind the Loggers. They are also one of only two
teams that have bested UPS this season. Before they look
to the national tournament, the Loggers need to help.
secure their hold of the NWC with wins this weekend
before the Bearcats venture to Tacoma to play the Loggers
in the Fieldhouse on Feb. 20.

Sports Writer Phil Hawkins likes hamburgers and kittens.
But never hamburgers made out of kittens.

Half-time show more
than just a game
The Loggers and Boxers were not the only team to
take the court on Feb. 7. During half-time of both the
men's and women's basketball games fans were treated
with a game between two teams from the Metro Parks
Special Olympics program.
The program is open to developmentally challenged
people of all ages and ability levels. The participants
rotate through four team sports during the year — volleyball, soccer, softball and basketball_ The program is
divided into several divisions based on ability level and
relies on volunteers to keep it running.
UPS Communications Studies department Associate
Professor David Droge has a special connection to the
program — his son is a participant and he coaches the
team. "What's rewarding is watching people develop
over time and helping people work as a team," Droge
said. The program teaches the participants skills that
they can use in the real world. "We're happy when we
get "passing and people playing defense — teammwork
stuff like that. Those are transferable skills ," he said.
The teams were playing to gain experience playing in
front of a crowd before their qualifying match for the
state tournament in Bremerton this weekend. The state
tournament is the first weekend in March in Wenatchee.
If the response from the crowd Saturday night is any
indication, the team will garner plenty of support. "The
enthusiasm is contagious, and that is what everybody
saw.
— Doug Sprague
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